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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to study the dynamics near a reducible lower dimen�

sional invariant tori of a �nite�dimensional autonomous Hamiltonian system with �
degrees of freedom� We will focus in the case in which the torus has �some� elliptic

directions�

First� let us assume that the torus is totally elliptic� In this case� it is shown

that the di�usion time �the time to move away from the torus� is exponentially big

with the initial distance to the torus� The result is valid� in particular� when the

torus is of maximal dimension and when it is of dimension � �elliptic point�� In

the maximal dimension case� our results coincide with previous ones� In the zero

dimension case� our results improve the existing bounds in the literature�

Let us assume now that the torus �of dimension r� � � r � �� is partially

elliptic �let us call me to the number of these directions�� In this case we show that�

given a �xed number of elliptic directions �let us call m� � me to this number��
there exist a Cantor family of invariant tori of dimension r	m�� that generalize the

linear oscillations corresponding to these elliptic directions� Moreover� the Lebesgue

measure of the complementary of this Cantor set �in the frequency space Rr�m� �

is proven to be exponentially small with the distance to the initial torus� This is

a sort of 
Cantorian central manifold� theorem� in which the central manifold is

completely �lled up by invariant tori and it is uniquely de�ned�

The proof of these results is based on the construction of suitable normal forms

around the initial torus�
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� Introduction

The study of the solutions close to an invariant object is a classical subject in Dynamical
Systems	 Here we will address the problem of describing the phase space near an invariant
torus of a Hamiltonian system	 To �x the notation� let us call H to a real analytic
Hamiltonian with � degrees of freedom� and let us assume it has an invariant r
dimensional
torus� � � r � �	 Note that we are including the two limit cases� that is� when it is an
equilibrium point and when it is a maximal dimensional torus	

To start the discussion� let us assume that the torus has some elliptic directions� this
is� that the linearized normal �ow contains some harmonic oscillators	 A natural question
is if these oscillations persist when the nonlinear part of the Hamiltonian is added	 If the
torus is totally elliptic� another natural problem is the �nonlinear� stability around this
torus	

There are known answers to these questions in some concrete cases	 If r � � �the torus
is an equilibrium point� and it is totally elliptic� KAM theory says that there is plenty of
maximal dimension invariant tori around the point �see ����� the complementary of the
set of invariant tori has measure exponentially small with the distance to the point	 It
is well known that if � � �� the maximal dimensional tori split the energy levels H � h
in disconnected components	 This is the basis to prove the nonlinear stability of the
point	 Unfortunately� if � � �� the invariant tori do not separate the energy levels	 In
this case it is generally believed that some di�usion can take place in the phase space �see
����	 Nevertheless� it is still possible to give lower bounds on the di�usion time� that are
exponentially big with the distance to the point �they follow immediately from ����	

If r � � �the torus has maximal dimension� we can not speak about normal behaviour
since there are not �available directions�	 The nonlinear stability has been studied in ����
and ���� �among others�� where it is shown that the di�usion time is also bounded by an
exponentially big �with the distance to the initial torus� quantity	 In ���� it is also related
this exponentially big stability time with the density of invariant maximal dimensional
tori around the initial one� by showing that the total measure of the gaps between the
invariant tori nearby is not bigger than an exponentially small quantity with respect to
the distance to the initial one	 In fact� in ���� it is proved that under an extra steepness
condition the di�usion time is� at least� superexponential	 This condition corresponds
to the classical quasi
convexity hypothesis used to obtain �global� and exponentially big
stability time of a perturbed integrable Hamiltonian system with respect to the size of
the perturbation �see �� and references therein�	

In this work we will consider these problems� without any steepness condition� for a
lower dimensional torus	 The two limit cases mentioned above are included� and the results
obtained can be summarized as follows� for a totally elliptic torus� we have obtained lower
bounds for the di�usion time	 They agree with the bounds of ���� in the case r � � but�
for the case r � �� they are better than the ones directly derived from ���	 Moreover� we
show the existence of quasiperiodic solutions that generalize the linear oscillations of the
normal �ow to the complete system	 If the torus has normal behaviour of the kind �some
centres���some saddles� we obtain� for any combination of centres� a Cantor family of
invant tori around the initial one� by adding to the initial set of frequencies new ones that
come from the nonlinear oscillations associated to the chosen centres	 Those invariant tori
have the same normal behaviour as the initial one �of course� skipping the centres that
give rise to the family�	 This result is a sort of �Cantorian central manifold� theorem�
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in which we obtain an invariant manifold parametrized on a Cantor set and completely
�lled up by invariant tori	 We note that we obtain a Cantorian central �submanifold� for
each combination of centres� and that it is uniquely de�ned	

The proofs are based on the construction of suitable normal forms	 The estimates on
the difussion time are obtained bounding the remainder of this normal form� while the
existence of families of lower dimensional tori is proved by applying a KAM scheme to
this remainder	

The paper has been organized in the following way� Section � summarizes the main
ideas and results contained in the work	 Section � contains the details concerning the
normal form and the bounds on the di�usion time	 Section � is devoted to the existence
of families of tori near the initial one and� �nally� in Section � we have included some
basic lemmas used along the paper	

� Summary

Here we have included a technical description of the problem� the methodology used in
the proofs and the results obtained	 We have ommitted the technical details of the proofs
in order to simplify the reading	

��� Notation and formulation of the problem

Let H be a Hamiltonian system of � degrees of freedom de�ned on R�� � having an invariant
r
dimensional isotropic torus �that is� the canonical �
form of R�� restricted to the tangent
bundle of the torus vanish�� � � r � �� with a quasiperiodic �ow given by the vector of
basic frequencies ����� � Rr 	 We assume� from the isotropic character of the torus� that we
can introduce �with a canonical change of coordinates� r angular variables �� describing
the initial torus	 Hence� the Hamiltonian in these coordinates takes the form

H���� x� �I� y� � ������ �I �
�

�
z�B����z �H����� x� �I� y��

where z� � �x�� y��	 Here� x� y are m
dimensional real vectors� and ��� �I belong to Rr �
r�m � �	 Of course� ��� x are the positions and �I� y the respective conjugate momenta	 As
�� is an angular variable� we assume that H depends on it in a ��
periodic way	 Moreover�
we will use u�v to denote the scalar product of two vectors	

We also suppose that the Hamiltonian H can be extended to a real analytic function
de�ned on the set Dr�m���� R�� given by

Dr�m���� R�� � f���� x� �I� y� � C
r � C

m � C
r � C

m � jIm��j � ��� jzj � R�� j�Ij � R�
�g� ���

where j�j denotes the in�nity norm of a complex vector �we will use the same notation for
the matrix norm induced�	 The di�erent scaling for the variables z and �I in Dr�m���� R��
is motivated by the de�nition of degree for a monomial of the Taylor expansion �with
respect to z and �I� see ����� used along the paper�

deg
�
hl�s����z

l �Is
�
� jlj� � �jsj�� ���
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with l � N
�m � s � N

r � and where jkj� is de�ned as
P

j jkjj	 The reason for counting
twice the exponent s will be clear later �it is motivated� basically� by the properties of the
Poisson bracket�	

We assume the initial invariant torus is given by z � � and �I � �	 Hence� we can take
B���� as a symmetric �m
dimensional matrix� with real coe�cients that depend on �� in
analytic and ��
periodic way	 Moreover� the Taylor expansion of H� around z � �� �I � �
begins with terms of degree at least three	

�	�	� Reducibility

We will assume that the normal variational �ow around this torus �given by the matrix
JmB������t�� where Jm is the canonical �
form of C �m� can be reduced to constant coe�

cients with a real linear change of variables that depends quasiperiodically on ��� having
����� as a vector of basic frequencies �quasiperiodic Floquet reduction�	� The hypothesis
does not seem to be very restrictive in our context� since all the partially elliptic tori
obtained by KAM techniques have reducible normal �ow �see� for instance� ���� ���� ����
�����	 This property allows to construct a canonical change of coordinates that transforms
the matrix B���� to constant coe�cients	 Hence� we will assume that B is a real symmetric
matrix� independent from ��� and that the initial Hamiltonian in those Floquet variables
looks like�

H���� x� �I� y� � ������ �I �
�

�
z�Bz �H����� x� �I� y�� ���

where H� begins with terms of degree at least three	

�	�	� Linear normal behaviour of the torus

We also assume that the matrix JmB has di�erent eigenvalues� given by the complex vector
	 � C �m � that takes the form 	� � �	�� � � � � 	m��	�� � � � ��	m� �this structure comes from
the canonical character of the system�	 We note that in this case� di�erent eigenvalues also
means nonzero eigenvalues	 We will refer to those eigenvalues as the normal eigenvalues
of the torus	 We remark that if 	j � i
 �with 
 � R nf�g and i �

p��� is an eigenvalue�
then 	j�m � �i
	 The vectors of R�m that are combination of eigenvectors corresponding
to �couples of� eigenvalues of this form are called the elliptic directions of the torus	

The study of the behaviour of the initial torus in those directions is the main issue in
this paper	 Moreover� there may be other eigenvalues with real part di�erent from zero�
that de�ne the hyperbolic directions of the torus	 They can be grouped in one of these
two following forms�

�	 if 	j � � � R n f�g� then 	j�m � ���
�	 if 	j � �� i
 �with �� 
 � R n f�g�� then� from the real character of the matrix B�

we can take 	j�� � �� i
� and hence� 	j�m � ��� i
 and 	j�m�� � �� � i
	

The imaginary parts of the eigenvalues are usually called normal frequencies of the torus	
For reasons that will be clear later� it is very convenient to put the matrix JmB in diag


onal form	 This is possible with a complex canonical change of basis� that transforms the

�If the torus is reducible except by an small remainder� it is still possible to derive similar results �by
adding a perturbative parameter�� See ��� and ���� for the main ideas and related results�
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initial real Hamiltonian system into a complex one	 Thus� the complexi�ed Hamiltonian
has some symmetries because it comes from a real one	 As this symmetries are preserved
by the transformations used along the proofs� the �nal Hamiltonian can be reali�ed	 In
fact� complexi�cation is not necessary� but it simpli�es the proofs	 Nevertheless� in the
proofs we have not written explicitly the preservation of those symmetries	 This is be

cause the details are very tedious and cumbersome and� on the other hand� the interested
reader should not have problems in writting them �it is a very standard methodology�	
For further uses� we denote by Z� � �X�� Y �� those complex �canonical� variables� and
by B� the complex symmetric matrix such that JmB� � diag�	�	

�	�	� Seminormal form
 formal description

Now we take a subbundle of R�m � G � R�m � invariant by the action of the matrix JmB�
and such that it only contains eigenvectors of elliptic type	 We put �m� � dim�G�
�we recall that this dimension is always even� and we call ����� � Rm� to the vector of
normal frequencies associated to this subbundle	 As G will be �xed along the paper� we
introduce some notation related to it	 First� we assume that the �rst m� eigenvalues of
	 are the ones associated to G� that is� 	j � i��

���
j � j � �� � � � � m�	 We also denote by

�	 � C ��m�m� � the vector obtained skipping from 	 the �m� eigenvalues associated to G	
This introduces in a natural way the decomposition X� � � �X�� �X��� Y � � ��Y �� �Y ���
obtained taking apart the �rst m� components from the last m�m�	 Moreover� we de�ne
�Z� � � �X�� �Y �� and �Z� � � �X�� �Y ��	 A similar notation can be used for any vector
l � N�m � splitting l� � �l�X � l

�
Y �� where lX and lY are the exponents of X and Y in the

monomial Z l �Z l � X lXY lY �	 Then� we introduce ���� � Rr�m� as ����� � �������� ��������
and we ask for a Diophantine condition of the following form��

jik����� � l��	j � �

jkj��
� k � Z

r�m� n f�g� l � N
��m�m� �� � � jlj� � �� ���

being � � � and  � r �m�	 This nonresonance condition allows to construct �formally�
a seminormal form related to the chosen G	 If we express the Hamiltonian in terms of
the variables Z� this seminormal form is done by removing from H the monomials of the
following form �see ���� for the notations��

hl�s�k exp �ik
����Z l �Is� l � N

�m � s � N
r � k � Z

r� jkj� � jlX � lY j� �� �� j�lj� � �� ��

where �l is the part of l that corresponds to �		 After this normal form process� using the
preservation of the symmetries that come from the complexi�cation� we can rewrite this
�formal� seminormal form� in terms of suitable real variables� in the following form�

H���� x� �I� y� � �����I �
�

�
�z� �B�z � F�I� �

�

�
�z�Q�I��z �O���z�� ���

where� for simplicity� we do not change the name of the Hamiltonian� and where we extend
the decomposition introduced above to the variables �x� y�	 Here� the matrix �B is a real

�The Diophantine condition can be relaxed when jlj� 	 
 and l��� only involves hyperbolic eigenvalues�
In this case� the results are proved using a combined method based on a �xed point scheme for the
hyperbolic directions and a Newton method for the remaining ones� This technique allows to have
multiple hyperbolic eigenvalues�
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symmetric matrix obtained by projecting B on the directions given by the eigenvalues
corresponding to the eigenvectors �		 I is a compact notation for I� � ��I�� �I��� where the
actions �I can be taken as �Ij �

�
�
�x�j�y�j �� j � �� � � � � m�� if we choose the real normal form

variables �x� y� associated to the considered elliptic directions in adequate �and standard�
way �see ���� in the proof of Theorem ��	 Of course� F � O��I� and Q � O��I�	

Now� we proceed to describe the normal behaviour of the torus derived from this semi

normal form	 It is not di�cult to check that we have the following �formal� quasiperiodic
solutions for the canonical equations of ����

���t� �

�
����� �

�F
� �I

�I����

�
t� ������

�I�t� � �I����

�xj�t� �
q
��Ij��� sin

��
����� �

�F
� �Ij

�I����

�
t� ��j���

�
� ���

�yj�t� �
q
��Ij��� cos

��
����� �

�F
� �Ij

�I����

�
t� ��j���

�
�

�z�t� � ��

That is� we obtain a ��r � m��
dimensional invariant manifold ��z � �� foliated by a
continuous �r �m��
dimensional family of �r �m��
dimensional invariant reducible tori�
parametrized by I���	 The selection of the parameter I��� is natural� as I�� � � � � Ir�m�

are �rst integrals of the Hamiltonian ��� restricted to the invariant manifold �z � �	 We
remark that the tori of the family collapse to lower dimensional ones when any of the �Ij���
become zero	 In particular� if we take I��� � � we recover the initial r
dimensional one	

In fact� for every � � m� � m� we have� for this seminormal form�
�
m�

m�

�
di�erent �r�m��


dimensional families of �r �m��
dimensional invariant tori	 They are associated to every
invariant real subbundle contained in G	 The skeleton of these families comes from the
natural r
dimensional family of r
dimensional tori containing the initial one	 This family
is associated to the neutral directions of the torus �the neutral directions are conjugated
to the tangent ones�� an it is obtained taking G � � in our notation	 Moreover� we also
remark that in ��� we only have real tori when all the �Ij � �	 This comes directly from
the de�nition of �I as a function of the real normal form variables	 To explain this fact let
us give the classical example of a �
dimensional pendulum near the elliptic equilibrium
point� �x�sin�x� � �	 The linear �normal� frequency at the equilibrium point is �	 Moving
the energy level in the real phase space we obtain periodic orbits with frequency smaller
than �	 If one wants periodic orbits with frequency bigger than �� one is forced to extend
the phase space from R� to C � � keeping the time in R	 This same phenomenon happens
when we study the normal elliptic directions of a torus	 It is important to note that� for
us� a s
dimensional complex torus is a map from Ts to C �� 	 Hence� we will use the word
�dimension� to refer to the real dimension	

��� Results and main ideas

A basic result in this paper is the quantitative version of the seminormal form� if we
only kill the monomials like �� up to some �nite order	 From the estimates on this
seminormal form� we deduce �under certain nondegeneracy conditions� that the normal
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behaviour of the initial torus described in Section �	�	� is �correct� in the sense of the
classical KAM ideas� the �majority� of these tori really exist �but slightly deformed� in
the initial Hamiltonian system	 Moreover� we also deduce the long time e�ective stability
of any real trajectory close to a totally elliptic torus	 In the following sections we present
the explicit description of those results� and we explain the main ideas used in the proofs	

�	�	� Seminormal form
 bounds on the remainder

We start with the Hamiltonian ���� where the normal �ow is reduced to constant coe�

cients	 Then� we perform a �nite number of �semi�normal form steps� by using suitable
canonical transformations that remove the monomials �� up to a �nite degree	 This allows
to show the convergence of the process on the set Dr�m���� R�� where �� is independent
from R and R is small enough	 By selecting the order up to which the seminormal form
is done as a suitable function of R� it is possible to obtain a remainder for the seminormal
form which is exponentially small with R	 This is contained in Theorem �	

�	�	� Elliptic tori are very sticky

Now let us assume that the inital torus has all the normal directions of elliptic type	 In
this case we can take G � R

�m � the whole set of normal directions	
Then� using the normal form explained above� one can write the initial Hamiltonian

as an integrable one plus an exponentially small perturbation	 Hence� it is very natural
to obtain exponentially big estimates for the di�usion time� the time needed for a real
trajectory to go away from the set Dr�m��� R� �for a precise de�nition of �going away� see
Theorem �� is bigger than

T �R� � const� exp

��const�� �

R

� �
���

	A� ���

being the constants on the de�nition of T �R� independent from R	 As usual� we call the
exponent �

���
the stability exponent	

Let us compare this result with previous ones	 In the case in which the initial torus is of
maximal dimension� note that the normal variables z� � �x�� y�� are missing everywhere	
So� the set Dr�m��� R� �see ���� reads

D������ R� � f���� �I� � C
� � C

� � jIm��j � �� � j�Ij � R�g�

To compare with ���� we must rede�ne R� as R� in order to have the same units	 Then�
the stability exponent in ��� coincides with ����	

If the initial torus is an equilibrium point� the variables �� and �I are the ones that are
missing	 Hence� Dr�m��� R� becomes

D������ R� � f�x� y� � C
� � C

� � j�x� y�j � Rg�

Hence� no rescaling is necessary to compare the di�usion time of ��� with the one derived
from ���� the improvement is that the exponent �

���
in ��� here becomes �

���
	 We note

that this improvement is not only on the di�usion time� but also on the measure of the
destroyed tori �see Remark ���	
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�	�	� Cantor families of invariant tori

It is clear from Section �	�	� that computing the seminormal formal form associated to
G around the initial torus� up to �nite order� and skipping the non
integrable remainder�
those elliptic directions de�ne a unique �r�m��
dimensional family of �r�m��
dimensional
tori around the initial r
dimensional one	 When we approach the inital torus� the intrinsic
frequencies of the tori of the family can be selected such that they tend to ����	

In this case we will show that when we add the remainder of the seminormal form
most of these tori still persist in the complete system H� having also reducible normal
�ow	 The normal eigenvalues of these tori are close to the eigenvalues �	j �that are the
ones not related with G�	 Of course� due to the di�erent small divisors involved in the
problem� we can not prove the persistence of all the invariant tori predicted by the normal
form	

The hypotheses needed are usual in KAM methods	 The �rst one is a non
resonance
condition involving the frequencies ����� and the normal ones 	� that depends on the
concrete selection of G and it is explicitly given in ���	 The second hypothesis is a
nondegeneracy condition� asking that all the frequencies vary with the actions	 Note
that� in general� we have more frequencies �r �m� than actions �r �m�� m� � m�	 This
introduces the classical lack
of
parameters problem when working with lower dimensional
torus� that needs a special treatement �for related results� see ���� ���� and �����	 The idea
that we have used here is to choose a suitable �r�m��
dimensional set of parameters� and
to ask for the existence of lower dimensional tori associated to some of the values of these
parameters	 Here� the natural parameter is the vector of intrinsic frequencies � � R

r�m� of
the invariant tori	 To use this parametrization we need a typical nondegeneracy condition
on the frequency map from I to �� this is� that this map be a �local� di�eomorphism
around I � �	 This condition can be explicitly formulated computing the normal form
of Section �	�	� up to degree � and it is given in ���	 The control of the remaining
m �m� normal frequencies �normal to the �r �m��
dimensional family of tori� is more
di�cult� since there are no free parameters to control them	 Note that those frequencies
are functions of the intrinsic ones	 Then� the idea is to eliminate all the frequencies for
which the Diophantine conditions needed to construct invariant tori are not satis�ed	
This will lead us to eliminate values of � to� a� control the intrinsic frequencies � and b�
control the normal ones as a function of the intrinsic ones	 To control the measure of the
set of intrisic frequencies for which the associated normal ones are close to resonance� we
use the same kind of method of ����� we ask for a extra set of nondegeneracy conditions
for the dependence of these normal frequencies with respect to the intrinsic ones	 Those
conditions are given in ���	 They have already been considered in ���� and ���	

With the formulation given above� the result is that the measure of the complementary
of the preserved tori is exponentially small� we introduce

U�A� �
n
� � R

r�m� � j� � ����j � A
o
� A � �� ���

and let us de�ne A�A� as the set of frequencies of U�A� for which we have reducible
invariant tori	 Then� if A is small enough� we have

mes�U�A� n A�A��

mes�U�A�� � const� exp

���const�� �

A

� �
���

	A�
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where mes��� denotes the Lebesgue measure of Rr�m� �  is the exponent of the Diophantine
condition ���� and the constants that appear in this bound are positive and independent
from A	 This result is formulated in Theorem �	 Nevertheless� as we have noted in
Section �	�	�� some of the frequencies of A�A� give rise to complex tori	 If one wants to
ensure that the obtained tori are real tori� one can look at the formulation of Theorem �	

Let us describe how those result are proved	 For this purpose� we start from the
seminormal form provided by Theorem �� and we assume that the reader is familiar with
the standard KAM techniques �see ��� and references therein�	

Initially� we have the seminormal form tori parametrized by the vector of �actions�
I � R

r�m� �see ����	 By using the nondegeneracy condition of ���� we can replace this
parameter by the �r�m��
dimensional vector of frequencies �see Lemma � for the details�	

The main issue is to kill� for a given frequency� the part of the remainder that obstructs
the existence of the corresponding invariant torus in the complete Hamiltonian	 This
will be done by a standard iterative Newton method	 As usual� we need to have some
control on the combinations of intrinsic frequencies and normal eigenvalues that appear
in the divisors of the series used to keep them satisfying a suitable Diophantine condition
�like ����	 This control can be done using the nondegeneracy conditions of ���	 As we
will start these iterations from an integrable Hamiltonian �at least in the direction G�
with an exponentially small perturbation� we can take the � in ��� of the same order	
This produces convergence except for a set of �bad frequencies� with exponentially small
measure	

Now� we use Poincar�e variables �see ��� and ���� to introduce extra m� angular
variables to describe the invariant �r � m��
dimensional tori of the seminormal form	
When we introduce those variables� there is also another source for degeneracy that�
essentially� is due to the fact that the family of �r �m��
dimensional tori comes from an
r
dimensional one	 It causes the Poincar�e variables to become singular when some of the
�Ij are zero	

� We remark that this degeneracy corresponds� in the seminormal form ���� to
the families of invariant tori of dimension between r and r�m��� �assuming m� � ��	 If
we ask for real invariant tori� this degeneracy also corresponds to the transition manifold
from real to complex tori	 We remark that we have an exact knowledge of the manifold
of degenerate frequencies for the seminormal form� but the exponentially small remainder
makes that we only know the set of degenerate frequencies up to an exponentially small
error	 This is the main reason that forces to re�ne the seminormal form as we approach
to the initial torus	 Moreover� the same remarks apply when we look for real tori� we
know the boundary of the set of frequencies that are candidate to give a real torus in the
complete Hamiltonian� with an exponentially small error	 To remove the degeneracy� we
will take out a neighbourhood of the frequencies corresponding to the transition manifold	
As the terms of the remainder are exponentially small with R� this neighbourhood can
be selected with exponentially small measure with respect to R	

Finally� we note that the application of the results mentioned above show that� around
the initial torus� there exists �Cantorian� families of tori of dimensions between r and
me �we recall me is the number of elliptic directions of the initial torus�� under generic
conditions of non
resonance and nondegeneracy	

�This is the same problem that appears when we put actionangle variables around an elliptic equi
librium point of a one degree of freedom Hamiltonian system� A neighbourhood of the origin has to be
excluded since the change of variables is singular there�
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� Normal form and e�ective stability

This section contains the technical details of the seminormal form process with rigorous
bounds on the remainder� as well as bounds on the di�usion time around an elliptic torus	

��� Notation

First� let us introduce some notation	 We will consider analytic functions h���� x� �I� y�
de�ned on Dr�m��� R�� for some � � � and R � �� and ��
periodic with respect to ��	 We
denote the Taylor series of h as

h �
X

�l�s��N�m�Nr

hl�s����z
l �Is� ����

Moreover� the coe�cients hl�s will be expanded in Fourier series�

hl�s���� �
X
k�Zm

hl�s�k exp �ik
����� ����

We will denote by  hl�s � hl�s�� the average of hl�s����� and let us de�ne �hl�s���� � hl�s����� hl�s	
Then� we use the expressions ���� and ���� to introduce the following norms�

jhl�sj� �
X
k�Zm

jhl�s�kj exp �jkj���� ����

jhj��R �
X

�l�s��N�m�Nr

jhl�sj�Rjlj���jsj�� ����

Some basic properties of these norms are given in Section 	 Here we only note that� if
those norms are convergent� they are bounds for the supremum norms of hl�s���� �on the
complex strip of width � � �� and of h �on Dr�m��� R��	

Let us recall the de�nition of Poisson bracket of two functions depending on ���� x� �I� y��

ff� gg � �f

���

�
�g

� �I

��
� �f

� �I

�
�g

���

��
�
�f

�z
Jm

�
�g

�z

��
�

We use a similar de�nition when f and g depend on ����X� �I� Y �	 Note that� with our
de�nition of degree �see ����� if f and g are homogeneous polynomials and ff� gg �� �� one
has

deg �ff� gg� � deg�f� � deg�g�� �� ����

To introduce more notation� let us de�ne N � f�l� s� � N�m � Nr � jlj� � �jsj� � �g�
and let S be a subset of N 	 We will say that h � M�S� if hl�s � � when �l� s� �� S	 We will
also use the following decomposition� given h � M�N �� we write h � S�h� � �N n S��h��
where S�h� � M�S� and �N n S��h� � M�N n S�	

Let us split l� � �l�x � l
�
y �� with lx� ly � Nm 	 Now� given h � M�S�� we say that

h � M�S� when hl�s � � for all �l� s� � S such that lx �� ly� and hl�s �  hl�s if lx � ly	

We say that h � fM�S� if  hl�s � � for all �l� s� � S such that lx � ly	 Note that� for any

h � M�S�� we have h � S�h� � eS�h�� with S�h� � M�S� and eS�h� � fM�S�	 We remark
that the functions in M�S� only depend on �I and on the products xjyj� j � �� � � � � m	
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��� Bounding the remainder of the normal form

We introduce S � N in the following form� we recall that the �rst m� components of 	
are eigenvalues associated to G� and then� we put S � S� 	 S�� with

S� � f�l� s� � N � jlm���j� � � �� jlmj� jlm�m���j� � � �� jl�mj � �g� ���

S� � f�l� s� � N � jlm���j� � � �� jlmj� jlm�m���j� � � �� jl�mj � �g� ����

This splitting of S will be used during the proof of Lemma �� to identify in a precise form
the contribution to M�S� from the Poisson brackets involving monomials of M�S� �see
the bounds ���� and �����	 This is essential to obtain the estimates of Lemma �	

We take the HamiltonianH���� x� �I� y� of ���� we write it in the variables Z �introduced
at the end of Section �	�	�� and we decompose it in the following form�

H����X� �I� Y � � ������ �I �
�

�
Z�B�Z �N�X� �I� Y � � S����X� �I� Y � � T ����X� �I� Y �� ����

with N � M�S�� S � fM�S� and T � M�N n S�	 We also de�ne S� �� S��S� and
S� �� S��S�	 With this formulation� we say that N is in normal form with respect to S�
that S contains the terms of H that are not in normal form with respect to S� and that T
contains the terms of the Taylor expansion of H not associated to S	 We will show that�
assuming the Diophantine conditions of ���� we can put H in normal form with respect to
S� with a canonical transformation de�ned around the initial r
dimensional torus� Z � �
and �I � �� leaving a small remainder of non
resonant terms	 This remainder will be
exponentially small with respect to R on the set Dr�m���� R�� provided that R be small
enough� and for certain �� � � independent from R	 This is done with a �nite iterative
scheme� with general step described in the following lemma�

Lemma � We consider the Hamiltonian H given in ����� We assume that it is de�ned
on Dr�m��� R�� with � � � � � and � � R � �� and that there exists �� � � and  � r�m�

such that

jik������ � l�	j � ��
�jkj� � jlx � lyj��� 
�l� s� � S 
k � Z

r with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� ��

and� given � � �� let us introduce �j � � � j� and Rj � R exp ��j��� Then� we can

construct an analytic function G����X� �I� Y � � fM�S�� such that for any � � � � ��� we
have the following properties �

�� G is de�ned on Dr�m���� R��� and if we decompose G � G� �G�� being G� � eS��G�
and G� � eS��G�� the bounds for jGj���R�� jG�j���R� and jG�j���R� are given in �����

�� Let us denote by !G
t the �ow at time t of the Hamiltonian system G� Then� if

"
jSj��R
����R�

� �� ����

where " depends only on  and ��� we have

!G
� �!

G
�� � Dr�m���� R�� �� Dr�m���� R���
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�� If we take ����X� �I� Y � � Dr�m���� R��� and we put ����� X�� �I�� Y �� � !G
� �

���X� �I� Y ��

then we have j��� � ��j � �� jZ� � Zj � R� exp ��������� j�I� � �Ij � R�� exp �����
The same bounds also hold for !G

���

	� !G
� transforms

H��� �� H �!G
� � ������ �I �

�

�
Z�B�Z �N ��� � S��� � T ���� ����

decomposition analogous to ����� with the bounds ����
�����

Remark � In the Diophantine condition of the statement of the lemma� we remark that
if we write 	� � �	���	��� then� for any l � N�m � we have l�	 � �lx � ly�

�	� Hence�
this condition is equivalent to the one formulated in ���� and one can take �� as the
minimum of � and min fj�l��	jg� where this last expression is taken on the �l � Z��m�m��

with � � j�lj� � � and �lx � �ly �� �� Moreover� we remark that if we take  � r �m�� the
set of vectors ����� and 	 for which any Diophantine condition of this kind is not satis�ed�
has zero measure�

Remark � The canonical transformation generated by G has been chosen to remove the
term S in the decomposition ����� formulating the homological equation in terms of the
monomials of degree � of the Hamiltonian� This is� in fact� a classical �and linearly
convergent� normal form scheme�

Remark � The bounds on H��� given by Lemma � are not very concrete� This is because
we will use this lemma in iterative form� but the estimates used in the �rst steps will be
dierent from the ones used in a general step of the iterative process� A description of a
general step is given in Lemma ��

Proof
 We look for a generating function G � fM�S�� such that

S � f������ �I �
�

�
Z�B�Z�Gg � ��

From the de�nition of the Poisson bracket� we have

S �

����G
���

����� � Z�B�Jm
�
�G

�Z

��	A � ��

Expanding G and S� we obtain

Gl�s�k �
Sl�s�k

ik������ � �lx � ly��	
� ����

for the admissible scripts �l� s� k� in the expansion of S �otherwise Gl�s�k is de�ned as ��	
Then� from the de�nition of G� we have

H� �� H �!G
� � ������� �I �

�

�
Z�B�Z �N � T � fN � T�Gg� �

�
Z �

�

d

dt

�
tH � ��� t�������� �I �

�

�
Z�B�Z �N � T � fN � T�Gg�

�
�!G

t dt �

�
Z �

�
ftH � ��� t�������� �I �

�

�
Z�B�Z �N � T � fN � T�Gg�� Gg �!G

t dt�

�
Z �

�
�H � ������ �I � �

�
Z�B�Z �N � T � fN � T�Gg� �!G

t dt �

�
Z �

�
ftS � ��� t�fN � T�Gg� Gg �!G

t dt� ����
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Hence� we have N ��� � N � S�fN � T�Gg � H��� S
���
� � eS��fN�G�g � H��� S

���
� �eS��fN�Gg � fT�G�g � H�� and T ��� � T � �N n S��fN � T�Gg � H��	 To give the

expressions of S
���
� and S

���
� � we remark that fT�G�g � M�N n S��� fT�G�g � M�N n S�

and fN�G�g � M�N n S��	 Those facts are consequence of the de�nition of S�� S�� the
structure of N � M�S�� and the properties of the Poisson bracket	

We proceed to describe the e�ect of the transformation !G
� and to bound the trans


formed Hamiltonian H � !G
� 	 For this purpose� we take a �xed value of �� � � � � ���	

Then� for any �l� s� � S� k � Zr� with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� �� we have from ����




 Sl�s�kZ
l exp �ik����

ik������ � �lx � ly��	







���R�

�

� �jkj� � jlx � lyj���
��

exp ���jkj� � �jlj��jSl�s�kjRjlj� exp �jkj��� �

� sup
���

f�� exp �����g jSl�s�kj
��

Rjlj� exp �jkj���� ����

Now� using that for any  � � and � � ��

sup
���

f�� exp �����g �
�



� exp ���

��
� ����

we deduce from �����

jGj���R�
�
�



� exp ���

�� jSj��R
��

� ����

Moreover� the same bounds hold for G� � S��G� and G� � S��G�� if one adds the
subscripts ��� or ��� to G and S in ����	 Hence� using Lemma � we have




�G� �I







���R�

� jGj���R�

R� exp �������� exp ������ �
jGj���R�

R�� exp ����� � ���






�G�Z






���R�

� jGj���R�

R exp ������� exp ����� �
�jGj���R�

R� exp ���� � ����






�G���






���R�

� jGj���R�

� exp ���
�

where in ��� and ���� we have used that� if � � � � �� then

�

�
� �� exp ����� ����

Now� to check the bounds




�G� �I






���R�

� ��






�G�Z






���R�

� R� exp ������
�

�






�G���






���R�

� R�� exp �����

we use ���� with the following "�

"�� ��� �

�


exp ���

��
� exp ���

��
�
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If we use the notation !G
t � Id � ��#G

t �XG
t � �IGt �YG

t � �see Lemma ��� then we obtain�

j�IGt j���R� � R�� exp ����� j�#G
t j���R� � ��

jZG
t j���R� � R� exp ��������� ����

for any �� � t � �� being ZG
t � �XG

t �YG
t �	 From the bounds of ����� and using the

inequality ����� we can also deduce that the transformations !G
� and !G

�� act as we
describe in the statement	 Moreover� ���� and Lemma � allows to bound ���� as

jH�j���R� � jfS�Ggj���R� � jffT�Gg� Ggj���R� � jffN�Gg� Ggj���R�� ����

Finally� the same arguments hold to bound the terms of H��� in ���� by

jN ��� �N j���R� � jfN�Ggj���R� � jfT�Ggj���R� � jH�j���R�� ����

jS���
� j���R� � jfN�G�gj���R� � jH�j���R� � ����

jS���
� j���R� � jfN�Ggj���R� � j eS��fT�G�g�j���R� � jH�j���R� � ����

jT ��� � T j���R� � jfN�Ggj���R� � jfT�Ggj���R� � jH�j���R�� ����

Before giving more concrete estimates on the bounds of Lemma �� we assume that H
is in normal form up to certain order p� to be determined later �the reduction of H to this
�nite normal form will be described in the proof of Theorem ��	 Then� taking advantage
of this fact� the bounds of Lemma � produce better estimates on the di�erent steps of the
normal form process �this is done in Lemma ��	 This allows to produce a very accurate
bound on the �nal remainder	 We want to stress that these bounds are not so good if the
initial Hamiltonian is not in normal form up to degree p	

Let us introduce now the following notation� we break the Hamiltonian ���� as

N � N� �N�� T � T� � T �� ����

where N� contains the monomials of N of degree � and T� contains the monomials of
degree � of T 	 Then� We assume that� for R small enough� we have the bounds

jS�j��R � �SRp��� jS�j��R � �SRp� jSj��R � �SRp�

jN�j��R � �N�R
�� jN�j��R � �N�R	�

jT�j��R � �T�R
�� jT �j��R � �T �R��

���

being �S� �N�� �N�� �T� and �T � positive constants	 Here� p � N � p � �� is the order of the
previous normal form and will be chosen later	

Lemma � Let us consider the Hamiltonian H of ����� with the same hypotheses as in
Lemma �� We use the notations ����� and we assume ���� We also assume that �S � �S��
�N� � �N�� and �T � � �T ��� for some �S�� �N�� and �T ��� Let G be the generating function
obtained in Lemma �� and let �� � � � � ���� be such that

"
�SRp��

����
� ��

�" is given by Lemma ���
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Then� there exists a constant $� depending only on r� m� � ��� �N�� �N��� �S�� �T� and
�T ��� such that the following bounds hold for the transformed Hamiltonian H �!G

� �

jN ��� �N j���R� � $�S

�
Rp��

����
�

R�p��

�������

�
�

jS���
� j���R� � $�SRp��

�
R�

����
�

R�

����
�
Rp��

����
�

Rp��

�������

�
�

jS���
� j���R� � $�SRp

�
R�

����
�

R�

����
�

Rp��

�������

�
�

jT ��� � T j���R� � $�S

�
Rp��

����
�

R�p��

�������

�
�

Remark � �A very important one� If p is big enough and � � R� the dominant term

in the bounds of S
���
� and S

���
� is given by the factor R������� This will be the factor of

decreasing of those terms during the normal form process and it allows to take � of order
R�������� that will produce the exponent ��� � �� in ����� As we have ��� � �� � �� we
can deduce that an adequate selection for p is p � �� This allows to keep bounds like ���
during all the iterative process�

If we start with a �raw� Hamiltonian �without any previous step of normal form� the
decreasing factor obtained is of order R������ that forces us to select � of order R��������
This produces a worse exponent ��� � �� in ����� For instance� let us assume that the
normal form has been done around an elliptic equilibrium point� Here the important issue
is to note that the bounds obtained when killing degree � are much worse than the bounds
obtained for the other degrees �this has been observed numerically in ������ Hence� to apply
the same bounds to all the degrees results in poor estimates�

Remark � The exponent ������ in Remark � can be improved in some very degenerate
cases� For instance� let us consider a totally elliptic torus� and we take G � R�m � Let q
be the lowest degree of the monomials of N corresponding to the �formal� normal form of
H around the torus �of course� q � ��� Then� � can be taken of order R�q���������� that
produces the exponent �q � ���� � �� in �����

Proof
 During this proof we will use di�erent constants $j� j � �� that will depend only
on the same parameters as the �nal constant $ of the statement of the lemma	 First�
from the bound ���� of Lemma �� we have that

jG�j���R� � $�

�SRp��

��
� jG�j���R� � $�

�SRp

��
� jGj���R� � $�

�SRp

��
�

where� as in Lemma �� �j � �� j� and Rj � R exp ��j��	 Then� to obtain the bounds for
the di�erent terms of the transformed Hamiltonian� we only need to bound the Poisson
brackets that appear in ����%����	

To obtain precise estimates� we will look carefully into the critical bounds of the
di�erent partial derivatives involved� that is� the ones associated to N� and T�	 So� we
estimate� separately� the contribution of N�� N

�� T� and T �� taking into account that N
does not depend on ��� N� is a polynomial of degree �� and T� only contains terms of
degree �	 Moreover� to bound eS��fT�G�g� we note that �from the de�nition of S� and S��
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it only contains terms corresponding to �
� 
Z

� and not to �
�
�

or �
� 
I
	 Thus� using the bounds

on the Poisson bracket provided by Lemma � �see Remark �� for the case in which one
of the terms has �nite degree�� we have

j eS��fT�G�g�j���R� � $�
�SRp

�
R�

����
�

R�

����

�
�

jfT�Ggj���R� � $�
�S
Rp��

����
�

jfN�G�gj���R� � $�
�SRp��

�
R�

����
�

R�

����

�
�

jfN�Ggj���R� � $�
�SRp

�
R�

����
�

R�

����

�
�

jfS�Ggj���R� � $�
�S
R�p��

����
�

jffT�Gg� Ggj���R� � $	
�S
R�p��

�������
�

jffN�Gg� Ggj���R� � $�
�S

�
R�p

�����
�

R�p��

�������

�
�

and �nally

jH�j���R� � $
�S

�
R�p��

����
�

R�p��

�������

�
�

From that� with a suitable de�nition of $ as a function of $�%$� the bounds of the
statement of the lemma are clear� if we recall that we have taken p � �	

Now� we are in conditions to formulate a quantitative result about �partial reduction
to seminormal form� of the initial Hamiltonian	 For this purpose� we consider the Hamil

tonian H of ���� written as in ���� in terms of the Z variables	 We assume that H is
de�ned on Dr�m���� R��� for some � � �� � � and � � R� � �� with the following bounds�

jN j���R � �NR�� jSj���R � �SR� and jT j���R � �TR�� for any � � R � R�� being �N � �S and
�T � positive constants �independent from R�	 Then� we prove the following result�

Theorem � We consider the Hamiltonian H of ����� with the hypotheses previously de�
scribed� We suppose that there exists �� � � and  � r �m� such that

jik������ � l�	j � ��
�jkj� � jlx � lyj��� 
�l� s� � S 
k � Z

r with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� ��

Then� for any R � � small enough �this condition on R depends only on r� m� � ��� ���
R�� �N � �S and �T �� there exists an analytical canonical transformation !R such that

�� !R � Id and �!R��� � Id are ���periodic on ���

��

!R � Dr�m������� R exp �������� �� Dr�m���� R��

and
�!R��� � Dr�m��������� R exp ��������� �� Dr�m���� R��
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�� If we take ����X� �I� Y � � Dr�m������� R exp �������� and we de�ne ����� X�� �I�� Y �� �

!R����X� �I� Y �� then j��� � ��j � ������ jZ� � Zj � R�� exp ���������� j�I� � �Ij �
R��� exp �������� Moreover� the same bounds hold for �!R��� if ����X� �I� Y � �
Dr�m��������� R exp ����������

	� !R transforms

HR �� H �!R � ������ �I �
�

�
Z�B�Z �NR � SR � TR�

decomposition analogous to ����� with the bounds� jNR � N�j������R exp ������� �
const�R	� jTR�T�j������R exp ������� � const�R�� where N� and T� were introduced in
����� and can be computed with a normal form with respect to S up to degree �� and

jSRj������R exp ������� � const� exp

���const�� �

R

� �
���

	AR� ����

being the constats that appear in the bounds of NR� TR and SR� positive and inde�
pendent from R� Moreover� for any R for which the result holds� HR is in normal
form with respect to S� at least up to degree ��

Remark � The dependence of !R on R is not continuous but piecewise analytic�

Remark � From the bounds provided by Lemma � for the iterative normal form procedure
described in Lemma �� this exponentially small bound seems to be the best that one can
obtains by using this linearly convergent scheme�

Proof
 The proof is done simultaneously for any � � R � R�	 The bounds where R is not
written explicitly are independent from R	 All these bounds and the di�erent conditions
on the smallness of R will depend only on the �xed parameters of the statement	 The
main idea of this proof is to use Lemma � recursively� and to iterate the bounds provided
by Lemma � for p � � �see Remark ��	 Hence� to use this lemma� we need to put the
initial Hamiltonian in normal form with respect to S� up to degree at least �	 For this
purpose� we construct recursively the generating functions G���� G����� � �� G���� provided
by Lemma �	 Putting H��� � H� we can de�ne

H�n��� �� H�n� �!G�n�

� � H�n� � fH�n�� G�n�g� �

�&
ffH�n�� G�n�g� G�n�g� � � � � ����

for n � �� � � � � 	 Let us consider �rst the expression ���� as a formal transformation	
From the property ���� for the Poisson bracket� and from the way in which the di�erent
G�j� are selected in Lemma � �see Remark ��� we can ensure that the non
resonant terms
associated to S that remain inH�	� are of degree at least �	 To show that this construction
is not only formal� we are going to prove the well de�ned character of the transformations
!G�n�

� � n � �� � � � � � and to bound H�n�� n � �� � � � � �	 For this purpose� we expand H�n� as
in ����� but adding the superscript ��n�� to N � S and T 	 We de�ne �� �

��
���

� to introduce
���� � ��� R

��� � R� and ��n� � ��n�������� R
�n� � R�n��� exp ������� n � �� � � � � �	 Then�

we are going to show that taking �  �� in Lemma �� we have for n � �� � � � � �� that� if R
is small enough�

jN �n�j��n��R�n� � �N �n��R�n���� jS�n�j��n��R�n� � �S�n��R�n��n���

jT �n�j��n��R�n� � �T �n��R�n����
����
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This is proved by ��nite� induction� assuming that ���� holds for some n �� � n � � and
using that� if R is su�ciently small�

"
�S�n��R�n��n��

����
�

� � ����

�" is provided by Lemma ��� we have

!G�n�

� � !G�n�

�� � Dr�m��
�n���� R�n���� �� Dr�m��

�n� � ���� R
�n� exp �������� ����

Then� the fact that the successive steps increase at least by one the degree of the normal
form with respect to S� makes evident the estimates of ���� for n � �	 For more details
one can rewrite� with minor changes� the proof of Lemma �� using ���� instead of ���	
Here� the di�erent R
independent constants �N �n�� �T �n� and �S�n�� de�ned recursively for
n � �� � � � � �� depend only on the same parameters involved in the formulation of the
Theorem	 We remark that condition ���� for n � �� � � � � � imposes only a �nite number
of restrictions on R	 Let R�

� the biggest value of R for which they hold	
The next step is to continue with the iterative normal form process� but using Lemma �

�with p � �� to bound H�n�� � � n � L � � �L will be determined below�	 This will be
done in an inductive way� showing that bounds like ��� hold for each H�n�� n � �	 Hence�
we add in ��� the superscript ��n�� to S� S�� S�� N

� and T �� and we replace �S� �N� and �T �

by �S�n�� �N �n�� and �T �n��	 All these bounds have been taken on Dr�m��
�n�� R�n��� for some

��n�� R�n� that will be determined below	 Initially� for n � �� we can take for instance
�N
�	�
� � �N �	� and �N �	�� � �N �	���R�

��
�	 The de�nition of the other super
��� constants

can be done similarly	 Before continuing the iterative procedure� we remark that� as the
following steps only afect high order terms� N� and T� remain invariant during all the
normal form procedure	 Then� Remark � suggests the de�nition �  ��R� � �AR���������
where A � � will be determined later �independently from R�	 From this value of � we
de�ne� recursively� ��n��� � ��n�� ��� R�n��� � R�n� exp ������ for n � �	 To preserve the
positiveness of ��n�� we restrict n � L�R�� being L�R� the greatest integer for which we
have ��L� �� � ����	 This implies the following restriction on L�

L �  �
��
��

�
�

AR

� �
���

� ����

Hence� we take as L the integer part of ����	 This implies R exp ������� � R�n� � R if
� � n � L � �	 To apply Lemma �� we assume that for the current Hamiltonian H�n��
� � n � L� we have �S�n� � �S�	�� �N �n�� � �N�� and �T �n�� � �T ��� for some �N�� and �T �� to
be precised later �those bounds are necessary to de�ne $ in Lemma �� independent from
n�	 If for the current value of n we have

"
�S�n��R�n��	

����
� �� ����

then� the canonical transformation !G�n�

� given by Lemma � acts like ����� replacing ��
by �	 Therefore� using Lemma �� and recalling that �

���
� �� A � � and R�n� � R � ��

one obtains the following bounds for the transformed Hamiltonian�

jN �n��� �N �n�j��n����R�n��� � $�S�n�

�
�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n����

��A�R�

�
� �$�S�n�

A�
�R�n��	�
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jS�n���
� j��n����R�n��� � $�S�n��R�n���

�
�R�n���

A�R�
�

�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n��	

��A�R�

�
�

� �$ �S�n�

A�
�R�n����

jS�n���
� j��n����R�n��� � $�S�n��R�n��

�
�R�n���

A�R�
�

�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n���

��A�R�

�
� �$ �S�n�

A�
�R�n���

jT �n��� � T �n�j��n����R�n��� � $�S�n�

�
�R�n���

�A�R�
�

�R�n����

��A�R�

�
� �$�S�n�

A�
�R�n����

We take A � max
n
��
q
�$ exp ���

o
� and then� recalling that R�n��� � R�n� exp ������ we

can de�ne inductively �n � ���

�S�n��� �
�exp ������

exp ���
�S�n��

�N �n���� � �exp ������
�
�N �n�� �

�

exp ���
�S�n�

�
�

�T �n���� � �exp ������
�
�T �n�� �

�

exp ���
�S�n�

�
�

Assuming R small enough such that � � ����� we obtain

�S�n� � �S�	� exp ���� n���� ����� � �S�	� exp ���� n����� ����

�N �n�� � exp �����n� ���

�
�N �	�� � �S�	� �

�exp ���� ��

�
�

�T �n�� � exp �����n� ���

�
�T �	�� � �S�	� �

�exp ���� ��

�
�

As we are only intrerested in those bounds for n � L��� from the restriction on L in ����
we can easily introduce n
independent bounds �N�� and �T �� for �N �n�� and �T �n��	 Now�
assuming that all the steps are well de�ned� if one puts n  L�R��� in ����� we obtain the
exponentially small bound of the statement for �S�L���	 To justify that we can reach this
value� we note that ���� holds for all the previous n� if we restrict R with "�S�	�R� � �	

Then� to prove the Theorem� we only have to introduce !R � !G���

� � � � � � !G�L�

� �

and hence� �!R��� � !G�L�

�� � � � � � !G���

�� 	 If those transformations act as it has been
said in the statement� the proof is �nished	 First� and from the domains of de�nition of
the di�erent canonical transformations !G�n�

� �see ����� replacing �� by � if n � ��� we
deduce that !R is de�ned on the domain given in the statement	 Moreover� from the
bounds for the di�erent components of !G�n�

� � Id given by Lemma �� and remarking that
��� � �L � �� � ������ the �nal bounds for !R � Id follow immediatly	 We consider

now �!R���	 In this case� and using the same arguments on !G�n�

�� � one can check that
if we de�ne �n � ������� � n��� Rn � R exp ������� � n��� for n � �� � � � � �� and
�n � �������������n����� Rn � R exp ������� � ��� � �n� ���� for n � �� � � � � L���
then we have

!G�n�

�� � Dr�m��n� Rn� �� Dr�m��n��� Rn����

for � � n � L	 The proof of this fact can be done by combining the bounds on !G�n�

�� � Id
with the inequality ����	 Moreover� this allows to estimate �!R��� � Id as it has been
done with the case of !R	
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��� E�ective stability

An immediate consequence of Theorem � is that we can bound the di�usion speed around
a linearly stable torus of a Hamiltonian system	 In this case� we take G � R�m � and
hence� S � N 	 Then� we apply Theorem �� without taking into account the term T of
the decomposition ����	 In fact� in this case one can rewrite the proofs of Lemmas ��
�� and Theorem �� in a simpler form �although the actual formulation also holds in this
particular case�� to obtain exponentially small bounds for the remainder SR	

Theorem � We consider the real analytic Hamiltonian ��� de�ned on Dr�m���� R�� for
some � � �� � � and R� � �� We also assume that all the eigenvalues of JmB are of
elliptic type� and that there exists �� � � and  � � such that

jik������ � l�	j � ��
�jkj� � jlx � lyj��� 
l � N

�m 
k � Z
r with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� ��

Let R � ��� R��� and let us take real initial conditions at t � � contained in Dr�m��� R��
Then� we can de�ne � � � such that� if R is small enough� the corresponding trajectories
belong to Dr�m��� �R� for any time � � t � T �R�� with

T �R� � const� exp

��const�� �

R

� �
���

	A�
being the constants in the de�nition of T �R� independent from R�

Remark � In the proof� and only for technical reasons� � depends on ��� Nevertheless�
we can take � as close as we want to � �by taking an initial �� small enough� see the proof
for details�� but this implies a reduction on the set of allowed R� and on the constants of
the stability time�

The reason that forces to take � � � is the norm used for the normal variables� If one
takes the Euclidean norm instead of the supremum norm� the condition � � � is replaced
by � � ��

Proof
 In order to simplify the proof� we assume that the initial real variables �x� y� of
��� correspond to the ones that put B in canonical real form� that is�

z�Bz �
mX
j��

�j�x
�
j � y�j ��

with 	j � i�j� j � �� � � � � m	 Moreover� we assume that R� � �	 We introduce �X� Y � to
denote the complexi�ed variables

xj �
Xj � iYjp

�
� yj �

iXj � Yjp
�

� j � �� � � � � m� ����

that put the matrix JmB in the diagonal form JmB�	 Then� we can write the Hamiltonian
in these variables as

H � ������ �I �
�

�
Z�B�Z �N�X� �I� Y � � S����X� �I� Y ��
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where N can be rewritten as a function of I� I� � ��I�� �I��� with �Ij � iXjYj �
�
�
�x�j �y�j ��

and S veri�es N �S� � �	 This corresponds to the decomposition ���� if one puts S � N 	
H is de�ned on Dr�m���� R��

p
��� with bounds of the following form� jN j���R � �NR� and

jSj���R � �SR�� for any � � R � R��
p
�	 Now� we apply Theorem � and we obtain�

for any R small enough� a canonical change !R such that in the new coordinate system
����X� �I� Y � � !R���R� XR� �IR� Y R�� we have

HR �� H �!R � ������ �IR �
�

�
�ZR��B�ZR �NR�XR� �IR� Y R� � SR���R� XR� �IR� Y R��

being NR a function of �IR�� � ���IR��� ��IR���� with �IRj � iXR
j Y

R
j 	 HR is de�ned on

Dr�m������� R exp ��������� with

jSRj������R exp ������� � const� exp

���const�� �

R

� �
���

	AR �� M�R��

The canonical equations for �XR� �IR� Y R� are

'XR
j �

�HR

�Y R
j

� 'Y R
j � ��HR

�XR
j

� j � �� � � � � m�

'IRj �
�HR

���Rj
�

�SR

���Rj
� j � �� � � � � r�

���

From this� one obtains �using that NR is in fact only a function of I� and recalling
� � r �m��

'IRj � i
�HR

�Y R
j

Y R
j � i

�HR

�XR
j

XR
j � i

�SR

�Y R
j

Y R
j � i

�SR

�XR
j

XR
j � j � r � �� � � � � ��

We put IRj ���R� XR� �IR� Y R� for the expressions on the right
hand side of 'IRj � j � �� � � � � �	
We use Lemma  to bound these expressions	 Then� for j � �� � � � � r one has

jIRj j��R exp ������� �
�M�R�

��� exp ���
� ����

If we combine Lemma  with the inequality ����� one obtains for j � r � �� � � � � � that�

jIRj j��R exp ������� �
�M�R� exp �������

exp ���������� exp �������� �
��M�R� exp �������

��
� ����

To continue the proof� we put �xR� yR� for the variables that come from the �reali�cation�
of �XR� Y R�� that is� XR

j � �xRj � iyRj ��
p
�� Y R

j � �yRj � ixRj ��
p
�	 In fact� as !R preserves

the symmetries ofH �due to the complexi�cation of a real Hamiltonian� see Section �	�	���
we have that the Hamiltonian in the variables �xR� yR� is real analytic	 To work with those
di�erent representations of the variables� we give the following remarks� �i� the set of real
variables �xj� yj� such that jxjj� jyjj � A is contained in the set of complex �Xj� Yj� such
that jXjj� jYjj � A� �ii� the set of complex �Xj� Yj� such that jXjj� jYjj � A� is contained
in the complex set for �xj� yj� such that jxjj� jyjj �

p
�A �this property has been used to

say that H is de�ned in Dr�m���� R��
p
���� �iii� the set of real �xj� yj� such that Ij � A��
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is contained in the set of real �xj� yj� such that jxjj� jyjj �
p
�A	 Those remarks are used

when working with these di�erent kind of variables� and one wants to control the size of
the corresponding domains� when we change the variable representation	

Now� we take real values for ���R� xR� �IR� yR� as initial conditions at t � �	 To prove
the lower bound for the stability time� we consider a �xed � � 
 � �� and we restrict
to initial conditions such that� when expressed in terms of ���R� XR� �IR� Y R�� they belong
to Dr�m��� R
 exp ��������

p
��	 Then� we have that the corresponding initial actions IR

are bounded by jIRj ���j � R�
� exp �������� j � �� � � � � �	 Using this� we deduce from
the bounds ���� and ���� that� for the trajectories of the Hamiltonian equations ���� we
have jIRj �t�j � R� exp ������� for � � t � T �R�� where we can take

T �R� �
R��� exp ����������� 
��

��M�R�
�

This bound comes from ����� that is the worst case	 This is the expression for the
stability time of the statement of the Theorem	 To use the bounds ���� and ���� for
IRj � we need that these trajectories expressed in terms of ���R� XR� �IR� Y R� belong to
Dr�m��� R exp �������� up to time T �R�	 As we have jIRj �t�j � R� exp �������� this
follows from remarks �iii� and �i�	 From that we deduce� using the bounds for �!R����Id
provided by Theorem � and remark �ii�� that the corresponding real trajectories in terms
of ���� x� �I� y� are contained in Dr�m��� R��� being R� de�ned by

R� � max

��p�

�
R exp

�
���

�

�
�
R�� exp ������

��

�
�

s
R� exp ����� � R��� exp ����

��

��� �

Then� if we give for ���� x� �I� y� a real set of points such that� expressed in terms of
����X� �I� Y �� they belong to the domain �!R����Dr�m��� R
 exp ��������

p
���� then� the

trajectories of H with initial conditions in this set remain in Dr�m��� R�� for a time span
T �R�	 With similar arguments as the ones used to de�ne R� �using now remark �ii��� one
can check that this domain can be taken as Dr�m��� R��� being R� de�ned by

R� � min

��R
 exp �������p
�

� R�� exp ������
��

�

s
R�
� exp �����

�
� R��� exp ����

��

��� �

If one considers the �ow !H
t de�ned from Dr�m��� R�� � R�� to Dr�m��� R�� � R�� � for

� � t � T �R�� then� putting R  R� in the statement� and taking an R
independent
value of 
 close enough to � such that R� � �� we can de�ne � � R��R�	

� Estimates on the families of lower dimensional tori

Let us consider the real analytic reduced HamiltonianH of ��� and a �xed subbundle G of
elliptic directions of JmB	 In Theorem � we have proved that� under standard Diophantine
conditions� one can put H in normal form with respect to the set S �see ��� and ����
for the de�nition�� with an exponentially small remainder	 If we write this seminormal
form in terms of the complexi�ed variables Z� and without changing the name of the
Hamiltonian� one has

H � �����I �
�

�
�Z� �B� �Z � F�I� �

�

�
�Z�Q�I� �Z � T ����X� �I� Y � �R����X� �I� Y �� ����
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To explain the notation used� let us recall that the di�erent resonant terms depend only on
�I and on the productsXjYj� j � �� � � � � m� but� from the structure of S� not all the possible
combinations of those monomials take place inM�S�	 Then� we introduce I� � ��I�� �I���
with �Ij � iXjYj� j � �� � � � � m�� and with this de�nition ���� can be described as follows�

the symmetric matrix �B� is de�ned from B� skipping the �m� eigenvalues associated to
G� Jm�m�

�B� � diag��	�	 F and Q correspond to the normal form with respect to S� with
the expansion of F starting at second order with respect to I� and with Q��� � �	 It is
not di�cult to check that by choosing the variables �Z in suitable form �as it has been
done in the proof of Theorem ��� F is real analytic	 Moreover� Q is a symmetric matrix
such that Jm�m�Q is diagonal� T � M�N n S� �so T  O�� �Z�� and R � fM�S�	

We assume that this normal form has been done for a given �and small enough� R� as
in the formulation of Theorem �	 We only consider the R
dependence when we give the
bounds of the di�erent terms of ����	 To obtain these bounds� let us de�ne �� � ������
where we recall that �� is the width of the strip of analiticity� with respect to ��� for the
initial Hamiltonian	 Then� Theorem � implies that� for any R small enough� we have

jFj��R � �FR�� jF�j��R � �F�R
	�

jQj��R � �QR�� jQ�j��R � �Q�R
��

jT j���R � �T R�� jRj���R � const� exp
�
�const�

�
�
R

� �
���

�
R�

����

To derive these bounds on Dr�m��� R�� we have considered the functions that depend on
�I as functions of �Z	 Here� we have split F � F� � F� and Q � Q� � Q�	 F� and the
components of Q� are polynomials on I of degrees � and � respectively	 F� and Q� contain
the remaining terms	 We note that the de�nition of F� and Q� does not depend on the
order of the seminormal form	

This seminormal form has been formally explained in Section �	�	�� and we will use
the notation related to ��� to represent the normal form tori	

The main purpose of this section is to study the persistence of those tori when we add
the remainder R	 We note that� as jRj is exponentially small with R� we can expect that
the tori of ��� will survive� except the ones corresponding to a set of parameters �I���� of
exponentially small measure with respect to R	 We will show that this assertion holds�
assuming certain standard nondegeneracy conditions on this family of tori� that have been
explained in Section �	�	� �conditions that� as we will see� can be checked by computing a
normal form up to degree �� that is� from F� and Q��	 As it is a more natural parameter�
the results will be formulated in terms of frequencies instead of actions	

��� Nondegeneracy conditions

Before the rigorous formulation of the results� let us give in explicit form these nondegen

eracy conditions	

�	�	� Nondegeneracy of the intrinsic frequencies

The �rst one is a standard nondegeneracy condition on the dependence of the frequencies
with respect to the actions� we require

det C �� �� C �
��F�

�I�
���� ���
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This allows to parametrize the tori of the family by their vector of intrinsic frequencies
�instead of I����	 Of course� we have to be close enough to the initial r
dimensional torus	
This assertion is justi�ed by the following lemma�

Lemma � Let us assume that det C �� �� Then� if R is small enough� there exists a real
analytic vectorial function I���� de�ned on the set�

� � C
r�m� � j� � ����j � �

�
�jC��j���R�

�
� ���

such that
�F
�I

�I���� � � � �����

with I������ � �� Moreover� we have jI���j � �
�
R� for any � in the set ���� and if �����

���� belong in ���� then

jI������� I������j � �jC��jj���� � ����j�
Of course� we are still using the notation of Section ��

Proof
 We have F�I� � �
�
I�CI � F�	 Then� we take a �xed � in the set ���� and we

want to solve the equation�

I��� � C��
�
� � ���� � �F�

�I
�I����

�
� ���

Putting the superscripts ��k���� and ��k�� to I��� in ���� we can consider this expres

sion as an iterative procedure� using I������ � � as the seed	 If we assume jI�k����j � �

�
R��

then� using Cauchy inequalities� we have for R small enough�

jI�k������j � jC��j
�
�

�
�jC��j���R� �

�F�R
	

�
�
R�

�
� �

�
R��

where we have used the bounds of ���� for F�� remarking that jF�j��R is a bound for the
supremum norm of F��I� if jIj � R�	 Moreover� to ensure convergence� we remark that
using the main value theorem one has�

jI�k������� I�k����j � �r �m��
�F�R

	�
�


��
R�
jI�k����� I�k������j � �

�
jI�k����� I�k������j�

if R is small enough	 Clearly� the limit function is analytic with respect to �� and from
the real analytic character of F � I is in fact real analytic	 Taking ����� ���� in the set
���� one has

I������� I������ � C������� � ����� � C��
�
�F�

�I
�I�������� �F�

�I
�I�������

�
�

and with the same arguments previously used� we obtain for R small enough

jI������� I������j � �jC��jj���� � ����j�
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�	�	� Nondegeneracy of the normal frequencies

The other nondegeneracy condition considered refers to the normal eigenvalues	 Skipping
again the remainder R� for every invariant tori parametrized by I��� in ���� the corre

sponding normal eigenvalues are the ones of the diagonal matrix Jm�m�� �B� � Q�I�����	
Using the parametrization I  I��� provided by Lemma �� we can consider those eigen

values as functions of � instead of functions of I���	

Jm�m�� �B� �Q�I�����  diag��	�������� ���

we ask for the condition

Im

�
�

��
�l��	����������

�
�� Z

r�m�� l � Z
��m�m��� � � jlj� � �� l 
X �� l 
Y � ���

where we have used the notation l� � �l�
X � l
�

Y
�	 To check this condition� we only need to

know the �rst order approximation to Q� remarking that from ��� one has

�	
���
j ��� � �	j �

�
�

�I
Q��j�j�m�m����

�
C���� � ����� �O��� � ������ ��

j � �� � � � � m �m�� and that �	
���
j�m�m�

� ��	
���
j 	 With those assumptions and notations�

we can formulate the following results	

��� Main theorems

Theorem � We consider the real analytic Hamiltonian H of ���� de�ned on Dr�m���� R��
�for some � � �� � � and R� � ��� and such that the �rst m� components �� � m� � m�
of the vector 	 of eigenvalues of JmB are of elliptic type� Let S � N be the set introduced
in ��� and ����� Then� we also assume that there exists �� � � and  � r�m� such that

jik������ � l�	j � ��
�jkj� � jlx � lyj��� 
�l� s� � S 
k � Z

r with jlx � lyj� � jkj� �� ��

This allows to put H in seminormal form with respect to S up to �nite degree� We
assume that this seminormal form up to degree � is nondegenerate� in the sense that the
two nondegeneracy conditions given in ��� and ��� hold� Then� there exist a Cantor
subset A � R

r�m� such that� for any � � A� the Hamiltonian system H has an invariant
�r�m���dimensional �complex� torus with � as a vector of basic frequencies� with reducible
normal �ow� Moreover� if A�A� � U�A� � A �being U�A� the set de�ned in ����� then�

mes�U�A� n A�A�� � const� exp

���const�� �

A

� �
���

	A�
where the constants in this bound are independent from A�

The key to prove Theorem � is the parametrization I��� of the invariant tori of the
normal form given by Lemma �	 To construct this function� we take R of order

p
A in

Theorem �� and we obtain a Hamiltonian in normal form with respect to S �as the one
of ������ with exponentially small bounds for R as a function of A� of the same order of
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the measure of destroyed tori in Theorem �	 Using Lemma � on the function F of �����
we can construct for any frequency A
close to ���� the corresponding action� I  I����
that gives in ��� the invariant torus of the seminormal form having this concrete vector
of intrinsic frequencies	 Nevertheless� as the action I can have some of the �Ij � �� the
corresponding torus in ��� can be complex	 This is not an obstruction to construct an
invariant �and complex� torus for the complete Hamiltonian ����� but the �nal torus and
its reduced variational normal �ow can be in C 	 If we want to have real tori in ���� we
need to take � � W�A��

W�A� �

�
� � U�A� � � � ���� �

�F
�I

�I�� with �Ij � �� j � �� � � � � m�

�
� ���

Note that the degenerate �transition� tori have frequencies whose corresponding actions
satisfy �Ij � �� for some j	 Then� we are forced to remove actions in a tiny slice around
the hyperplanes �Ij � �� that implies to take out in W�A� the corresponding frequencies	
Unfortunately� F changes with A as A � � by increasing the order up to which this
seminormal form is done	 This is necessary because the successive approximations to F
given by Theorem � do not converge in general� and hence� as we want to eliminate only
an exponentially small set of frequencies� we need to know this map with an exponentially
small precision	

In this context� we have the following result about the existence of real invariant tori�

Theorem � With the same hypoteses as in Theorem �� there exist a Cantor subset A �
R
r�m� such that� for any � � A� the Hamiltonian system H has an invariant �r �m���

dimensional real torus with vector of basic frequencies given by �� The normal �ow of
this torus can be reduced to constant coe�cients by means of a real change of variables�

A can be caracterized in the following form� for any R � � small enough� there exists a
convergent �partial� seminormal form with respect to S �it takes the form ����� de�ned on
Dr�m���� R� �being �� independent from R�� and such that if we put A�R�� �W�R�� � A
�see ��� for the de�nition of W�A��� then� we have

mes�W�R�� n A�R��� � const� exp

���const�� �

R

� �
���

	A�
being the constants in this bound independent from R�

Remark  Let us explain how the transition set �in the frequency space� from real to
complex tori can be constructed independently from the seminormal form� For any tori
of dimension s� r � s � r �m�� obtained applying Theorem � to an invariant subbundle
G� � G� with dimG� � m�� we consider the �r � m���dimensional vector of frequencies
obtained jointly the intrinsic frequencies of the tori� with the the normal frequencies that
generalize the ones associated to G not added as new intrinsic frequencies� We note
that those normal frequencies are well de�ned from the reducible character of the normal
variational �ow of the constructed tori� Then� as union of those vectors� we obtain a
Cantor set that acts as a transition set� with an exponentially small error �as R� ��� to
separate the real and complex tori�
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Remark �� In the case of maximal dimensional tori� this result can also be compared
with ���� and ���� We remark that as we work with m� � m� the estimates on the measure
of invariant tori in Theorem � are given in the frequency space and not in the phase space�
where the total measure �lled by those tori is zero when m� � m� In the case of maximal
dimensional tori� it is not di�cult to check �for example� if one uses a formulation of the
proof in terms of the actions I instead of the frequencies �� see Section �	� for more details�
that the measure of the complementary of the set that the real tori �ll in Dr�m��� R�� R��

is of order const� exp
�
�const�

�
�
R

� �
���

�
� This result coincides with ����� if we look for

maximal dimensional invariant tori around a given maximal dimensional one �we note
that we need to done the same rescaling as in Section �	�	� in order to compare the results��
but it improves the estimates on the measure of invariant tori around an elliptic �xed point
of ����

In what follows� we will only prove Theorem �	 The proof of Theorem � is very similar�
and it is done by splitting the set U�A� as the union of the sets of frequencies de�ned
like ���� but taking into account all the possible combinations of conditions �Ij � � and
�Ij � �� j � �� � � � � m�	

��� Proof of Theorem �

Before starting with the details� let us mention a technical problem that will appear during
the proof	 At each step of the iterative KAM process� we will have to deal with the classical
small divisors problem	 This will lead us to eliminate a dense set of resonant frequencies�
to avoid convergence problems	 Hence� after the �rst step of the process the frequency
set has empty interior	 To bound the measure of the eliminated set of frequencies� we
need some kind of regularity	 So� we have used Lipschitz conditions because they are well
de�ned on sets with empty interior	� The control of this kind of dependence on Cantor
sets is analogous to the control of di�erentiable dependence on open sets	

To work with this kind of dependence� we introduce some notations and de�nitions	
Given f��� a function de�ned for � � E � E � Rn for some n� and with values in C � C n�

or M n� �n��C �� we de�ne the Lipschitz constant of f on E as

LEffg � sup
	��	��E

	� ��	�

jf����� f����j
j�� � ��j �

If LEffg � ��� we say that f is Lipschitz on E � with respect to the norm j�j	 We also
de�ne kfkE � sup	�E jf���j	 The same de�nitions can be extended to analytic functions
depending on the parameter �	 Hence� if f��� �� or f��� x� I� y� �� are� for every � � E �
analytic� ��
periodic on �� and de�ned on f� � C r � jIm�j � �g orDr�m��� R�� respectively�
we can introduce LE��ffg� kfkE��� or LE���Rffg and kfkE���R� taking the supremum on the
norms j�j� or j�j��R� respectively	 Some basic results related to those kind of dependence
are given in Section 	

�There are alternative methods to solve this problem� for instance the so called �ultraviolet cut� �see
��� for the �rst example�� This is based on dropping the harmonics fk such that jkj is bigger than some
quantity O�
n� �n is the step�� Hence� at each step� we deal with only a �nite number of resonances�
This allows to work at every step on open sets�
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�	�	� Preliminaries

First� we take a �xed value of R� small enough� and we use Theorem � to put the initial
Hamiltonian H in �semi�normal form with respect to the set S� except a remainder R of
exponentially small size with respect to R	 Hence� we can work with the Hamiltonian H
of ���� as if it were the initial one	 As the order of this normal form depends on R� we
have to write explicitly this R
dependence in all the bounds	

We take the analytic function F of ���� and we construct the parametrization I���
provided by Lemma �� that is well de�ned if R is small enough	 Then� as we want to
work with �r�m��
dimensional tori� we introduce new m� angular variables �� conjugated
to the actions �I previously added to describe this family of invariant tori	 That is� for
any frequency � � Rr�m� close to ����� we replace the real �semi�normal form variables
��xj� �yj�� j � �� � � � � m�� by the new canonical variables ���j� �Ij� de�ned as

�xj �
q
���Ij � �Ij���� sin ���j�� �yj �

q
���Ij � �Ij���� cos ���j�� ���

or� in terms of the complexi�ed variables � �Xj� �Yj� �see ������

�Xj � �i
q
�Ij � �Ij��� exp �i��j�� �Yj �

q
�Ij � �Ij��� exp ��i��j�� ���

We remark that those �I are not exactly the same ones used to parametrize the tori ����
because they di�er in a translation by �I���	 This is done to put the �
invariant torus�
with respect to the seminormal form� in �I � �	 Hence� we extend this translation to the
whole set of actions I� doing the transformation

�Ij � �Ij � �Ij���� j � �� � � � � r� ���

Moreover� we denote by �� � ����� ���� the vector of all the angular variables	 Then� we
have constructed� for each �� a new canonical system of coordinates �with r�m� angular
variables� that put the corresponding seminormal form torus in I � �	 If we insert those
new variables in the Hamiltonian ����� we obtain a �
depending family of Hamiltonians
H���


 � that we simply denote by H���  H������ �X� I� �Y � ���

H��� � �����I �
�

�
�Z� �B� �Z � F�I � I���� � �

�
�Z�Q�I � I���� �Z � T � �R��

where T � and R� are T and R expressed in terms of �� and �I� and composed with the
translation ���	 We cast H��� into the following form�

H��� � ������� � ��I �
�

�
�Z� �B������� �Z �

�

�
I�C������I �H���

� � �H���� ����

where ���� � F�I����� �B���� � �B� �Q�I����� C��� � ��F
�I�

�I����� �H��� � R� and

H���
� � F�I � I����� F�I����� �F

�I
�I����I � �

�
I�

��F
�I�

�I����I �

�
�

�
�Z��Q�I � I�����Q�I����� �Z � T ��

where we have used the properties of I��� �see Lemma ��	 We remark that� if one
considers H���


 for a �xed �� and one skips the term �H��� in ����� then� I � � and �Z � �
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correspond to an invariant �r�m��
dimensional torus with vector of basic frequencies ��
with reducible normal variational �ow given by the �complex� diagonal matrix Jm�m�

�B����	
Moreover� in this case the variables I and �Z are uncoupled� at least up to �rst order	

Nevertheless� the coordinates of ��� become singular for I � � when we take frequen

cies � with some �Ij  �Ij��� � �	 Thus� we have to eliminate a neighbourhood of the set
of those critical frequencies to ensure that the change is well de�ned	

Let M�R�R be the expression �with M exponentially small in R� bounding jRj���R
in ����	 We consider a �xed value of R� small enough� such that M�R� � �� and we take
a �xed number � � � � �� to be precised later	 Then� as we are only interested in real
tori� we use de�nition ��� to introduce the following set�

E ����R� �W
�
�

�
�jC��j���R�

�
n
�
I��

�
V
�
���M�R����

���
�

being V�A� � fI � Rr�m� � j�Ijj � A� for any j � �� � � � � m�g	 That is� we elim

inate from W��


�jC��j���R�� the frequencies corresponding to actions �I close to any

of the hyperplanes �Ij � �	 As from Lemma � we have jI���j � �
�
R� for any � �

W
�
�

�jC��j���R�

�
� the measure of �V�R� �� V ���M����I

�
W
�
�

�jC��j���R�

��
is of order

�M�R����	 Then� to control the measure that this set �lls in W��

�jC��j���R��� we putfW�R� � I�� �V ���M���� �W��


�jC��j���R��� and then we have

mes�fW�R�� �
Z
eW�R�

d� �
Z
�V�R�




detDI���I�


 dI� ����

where� from the de�nition of I in Lemma �� I���I� � ���� � �F
�I
�I�	 Then� the bounds on

F in ���� su�ces to justify that mes�fW�R�� is also of order �M�R����	
Now� we are going to see that H��� is de�ned on a small neighbourhood of I � � and

�Z � �� with positive �and bounded from below� distance to the critical set of frequencies	
To do that� and as we will work with functions of ��� �X� I� �Y �� we will take the di�erent
norms on domains of the form Dr�m��m�m���� ��	 More concretely� we will see that� for
any � � E ����R�� H��� is well de�ned on Dr�m��m�m���

���� R����� being ���� � ���� �this

is smaller than the width of analyticity for the �� variables given by Theorem � for the
seminormal form� and R��� � �M�	 Let us check that	

First� we remark that as F only depends on I� we deduce from ���� that jFj��R � �FR�	
Then� assuming �

�
R� � �M�� � R�� and using Lemmas � and �� we obtain

kF�I��� � I�kE������R��� � �FR�� LE������R���fF�I��� � I�g � �r �m��
�FR�

�
�
R�

�jC��j� ����

where we have used that LE���fIg � �jC��j �see Lemma ��	 Similar bounds can be derived
for F�� Q and Q�	

To bound T � andR�� we need to study the well de�ned character of the transformation
���	 Using Lemma �� �we recall that� from the de�nition of E ���� one has �Ij��� � ��M��

for any � � E ����� and using that �� � �� it is not di�cult to check that if we consider
� �Xj� �Yj� in ��� as a function of ��� �X� I� �Y � and �� we have for j � �� � � � � m��

max
n
k �XjkE���������R��� � k �YjkE���������R���

o
� �

�
R
�
��

q
���

�
exp ����� � �

��
R�
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and

max
n
LE���������R���f �Xjg�LE���������R���f �Yjg

o
� �jC��j exp �����

�M�
q
���

� jC��j
�M�

�

Assuming R small enough such that �M�� � �
�
R� �

�
��
�	

��
R� �this is used to control the

transformation ���� one has� using Lemmas � and � on the bounds ����� that

kT �kE���������R��� � �T R�� kR�kE���������R��� �MR� ����

and

LE���������R���fT �g � r
�T R��

��
�
��
�	

���
R�

�jC��j� �m�

�T R��M�

�
�	
R

jC��j
�M�

� ����

LE���������R���fR�g � r
MR�

��
�
��
�	

���
R�

�jC��j� �m�
MR

�
�	
R

jC��j
�M�

� ���

where� to bound T �� we have used that it is O�� �Z�	
Now� we can bound the di�erent terms ofH��� in ����	 First� one has k����kE��� � �FR�	

We do not care about its Lipschitz constant because this term can be eliminated without
changing the canonical equations �so� we only need to worry about its bounded character�	
To bound C��� we remark that C��� � C� ��F�

�I�
�I� with det C �� �	 Using the bounds on F�

�that can be obtained in a similar form as the ones on F in ����� one has that det C��� �� �
on E ���� if R is small enough	 In quantitative form� it means that k�  C������kE��� �  m����
for certain R
independent constant  m���	 Moreover� we also have kC���kE�������� � �m����

LE��������fC���g � �m���	 We have used the norm k�kE�������� for the constant matrix C���
because� in the succesive steps of the inductive procedure� the matrices replacing C��� will
depend on �	 To control the normal eigenvalues� we remark that from the expression ���

we can write �	
���
j � j � �� � � � � ��m�m��� in the following form�

�	
���
j ��� � �	j � iv�j �� � ����� � (	

���
j ���� ����

where vj � C r�m� and (	
���
j  O��� � �����	 From the non
degeneracy hypotesis of ����

we have that Re�vj� �� Z
r�m� and� if we put vj�l � vj�vl� then Re�vj�l� �� Z

r�m�� for j �� l	

Moreover� using the expression �� and the fact that the eigenvalues of Jm�m�
�B� are all

di�erent� it is also easy to check the existence of R
independent constants � � �
���
� � �

���
� �



���
� � �� such that � � �

���
� � j�	���j ��� � �	

���
l ���j� ����

� �� � j�	���j ���j � �
���
� ��� for any

� � E ���� j �� l� and LE���f�	���j g � 

���
� 	 We do not give here explicit bounds on the (	

���
j � as

those functions do not appear in the iterative process� but we remark that one has that
LE���f(	���j g is of order R	 This will be used in Section �	�	�	 Moreover� if one uses bounds
like ���� for F and Q� and the ones of ���� and ���� for T �� it is not di�cult to check that

for certain positive R
independent constants ����� and ������ one has kH���
� kE���������R��� �

����� and LE���������R���fH���
� g � �����	 Finally� using the bounds of ���� and ��� for R��

one can bound the size of the perturbative term �H��� by k �H���kE���������R��� � M and

LE���������R���f �H���g � M���	 Some of these bounds are far from optimal� but they su�ce
for our purposes	
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�	�	� The iterative scheme

Now� we can describe the iterative procedure used to construct invariant �r � m��

dimensional tori	 This process is given by a sequence of canonical changes of variables�
constructed as the time one �ow of a suitable generating function S
	 The changes are
constructed to kill the terms that obstructs the existence of an invariant reduced torus
with vector of basic frequencies given by �	 As usual �to overcome the e�ect of the small
divisors�� the changes are chosen to produce a quadratically convergent scheme� instead
of the linear one of Lemma �	

First� we describe a generic step of this iterative process	 For this purpose� we expand
the Hamiltonian H��� in the following form

H��� � a����b���� �Z�c����I�
�

�
�Z�B��� �Z�I�E��� �Z�

�

�
I�C���I�)��� �X� I� �Y �� ����

where we do not write explicitly the �
dependence and where we have skipped the super

script ����� in the di�erent parts of the Hamiltonian	 From this expansion� we introduce
the following notations� �H����� 
Z� 
Z� � B� �H�����I� 
Z� � E and � H��� �� H��� � )	 From

the bounds on the terms of the decomposition ����� we have that �a� b� c� �� B � �B�����
C � C��� and E are all O� �H����	 Note that if we are able to kill the terms �a� b and c� ��
we will obtain an invariant torus with intrinsic frequency �	 Nevertheless� as we want to
have simple equations at every step of the iterative scheme �this is� linear equations with
constant coe�cients�� we are forced to kill something more	 Then� we ask the �nal torus
to have reducible normal �ow given by a diagonal matrix	 This is� we want that the new
matrix B veri�es B � Jm�m��B� where� for a ��s�
dimensional matrix A��� depending
��
periodically on �� we de�ne Js�A� � �Jsdp�Js  A�	 Here� dp�A� denotes the diagonal
matrix obtained taking the diagonal entries of A	 Moreover� we have to eliminate E to
uncouple the �neutral� and the normal directions of the torus up to �rst order	 Thus�
for each step of the iterative process� we use a canonical change of variables� given by a
generating function of the form

S��� �X� I� �Y � � ��� � d��� � e���� �Z � f����I �
�

�
�Z�G��� �Z � I�F ��� �Z�

where � � C
r�m� �  d � ��  f � � and G is a symmetric matrix� with Jm�m��G� � �	 The

transformed Hamiltonian is H��� � H��� � !S
� 	 We expand H��� in the same way as H���

in ����� keeping the same name for the new variables� but adding the superscript �����
to a� b� c� B� C� E and )	 Then� we ask �a��� � �� b��� � �� c��� � � � �� E��� � � and
B��� � Jm�m��B

����	 We will show that this can be achieved up to �rst order in the size
of �H���	 For this purpose� we write those conditions in terms of the initial Hamiltonian
and the generating function� and then� we obtain the following equations�

�eq�� �a� �d
��
� � ��

�eq�� b� �e
��
� � �B����Jm�m�e � ��

�eq�� c� � � �f
��
� � C���

�
� �

�
�d
��

���
� ��

�eq�� B� � Jm�m��B
��� �G

��
� � �B����Jm�m�G�GJm�m�

�B���� � ��
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�eq�� E� � �F
��
� � FJm�m�

�B���� � ��

being

B� � B �
���H���

�

�I

��� � �
�d

��

��	A� �H
���
�

� �Z
Jm�m�e

��
� 
Z� 
Z�

�

E� � E � C���
�
�e

��

��
�
���H���

�

�I

��� � �
�d

��

��	A� �H
���
�

� �Z
Jm�m�e

��
�I� 
Z�

�

To solve those homological equations� we expand them in Fourier series and we equate
the corresponding coe�cients� obtaining the formal solutions	 The next step is to derive
bounds on those solutions	 As we will use these bounds in iterative form� we want to
make clear which expressions change from one step to another� and which ones can be
bounded independently from the step	 For this purpose� we take �xed positive constants
 m� �m� �m� ��� 
�� ��� �� de�ned as twice the corresponding inital values  m���� �m���� �m����
�
���
� � 


���
� � ������ ����� and a �xed ��� � � �� � �

���
� 	 In what follows� �N will denote an

expression depending only on  m� �m� ��� ��� ��� the di�erent dimensions r� m� m�� plus
 and ��	 �N will be rede�ned during the description of the iterative scheme to meet a
�nite number of conditions	 The idea is to perform the bounds on the iterative scheme
putting the superscript ����� on the terms that change at every iteration	 Hence� we
write the bounds on �H��� as k �H���kE���������R��� �M ��� and LE���������R���f �H���g � L���� with

M ����R� M�R� and L����R�  �M�R�����	 Hence� using Lemma �

ka� ����kE�������� � M ���� kEkE�������� � ��m�m��M���

�R�����
�

kc� �kE�������� � M���

�R�����
� kB � �B����kE�������� � ���m�m�����M���

�R�����
�

kbkE�������� � M���

R��� � kC � C���kE�������� � ���r�m�����M���

�R�����
�

k)kE���������R��� � ����� �M ����

����

Moreover� we can use Lemma �� to deduce that the same bounds hold for their Lipschitz
constants on E ���� replacingM ��� by L���� and ����� by �����	 Then� to prove the convergence
of the expansion of S� we need some kind of control on the di�erent small divisors involved	
For this purpose� we restrict the parameter � to the subset E ����R� � E ����R� for which
the following Diophantine estimates hold� we say that � � E ���� if � � E ���� and

jik�� � l��	������j � �����R�

jkj��
� k � Z

r�m� n f�g� l � N
��m�m� �� � � jlj� � �� ����

for certain ���� � �	 We expect the measure of E ��� n E ��� to be of order ���� and� hence�
as we want to have exponentially small bounds for this measure� we take ����  �M �����	
Then� we proceed to bound the solutions of the di�erent homological equations	 For this
purpose� we use Lemma �	 More precisely� we de�ne ���� � �M ������ and we take ���� as
a value for � to use the di�erent estimates provided by this lemma	 In order to simplify
the proofs� we assume ���� �N���� � ����� where N � N will be a �xed integer that will
be determined before the description of the iterative scheme	 Moreover� we also assume
that �M ����� � R��� � �	 Then� one can solve �eq��� �eq�� as follows�
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�eq�� For d� we have

d��� �
X

k�Zr�m�nf�g

ak
ik��

exp�ik����

that implies�

kdkE������������� �
�



���� exp ���

�� k�akE��������
����

� �N�M ���������� �

�eq�� For any j� � � j � ��m�m��� we have

ej��� �
X

k�Zr�m�

bj�k

ik�� � �	
���
j

exp�ik����

and hence�

kekE������������� �
�

�

��
�

�


���� exp ���

��
�

����

�
kbkE�������� � �N�M ����������� �

�eq�� Taking average with respect to �� we obtain

� � �  C������
�� c� � � C���

�
�d

��

��	A �

Thus�

k�kE��� � k�  C������  C����kE��� � k�  C������kE���k  C����kE��� �

�  m

�B�k c� �kE����� �
������C���

�
�d

��

��������
E�����

	CA �
�  m

�
kc� �kE�������� � �m

kdkE�������������
����� � ����� exp ���

�
� �N�M ���������� �

To solve the equation for f � we de�ne

c� � �c� �C���� � C���
�
�d

��

��
� C���

�
�d

��

��
�

and then� for any � � j � r �m�� we have

fj��� �
X

k�Zr�m�nf�g

c�j�k
ik��

exp�ik����

To bound f � �rst we have that

kc�kE�������������� � k�ckE�������� � kC���kE��������
�
k�kE��� �

kdkE�������������
���� exp ���

�
�

� �N�M ����������� �

and from here

kfkE�������������� �
�



���� exp ���

�� kc�kE��������������
����

� �N�M ������������ �
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�eq�� We de�ne B�� � B� � Jm�m��B
��� and then� if G � �Gj�l�� � � j� l � ��m �m���

we have

Gj�l��� �
X

k�Zr�m�

B��
j�l�k

ik�� � �	
���
j � �	

���
l

exp�ik����

In this sum we have to avoid the indices �j� l� k� for which jj � lj � m � m� and
k � �	 In these cases we have trivial zero divisors� but also the coe�cient B��

j�l�� is �	
Moreover� we remark that the matrix G is symmetric	 Then� to bound G� we have
to bound B��	 First� we have

kB� � �B����kE�������������� � kB � �B����kE���������������

����m�m�� � ���r �m��
kH���

� kE���������R���

�R�����

�
k�kE��� �

kdkE�������������
���� exp ���

�
�

����m�m��
�kH���

� kE���������R���

�R�����
kekE������������� � �N�M ������	���� �

and from the de�nition of B�� and the norm used� the same bound holds for B��	
Then�

kGkE�������������� �
�

�

��
�

�


���� exp ���

��
�

����

�
��m�m�� kB��kE�������������� �

� �N�M ������������ �

�eq�� The di�erent components of F are given by

Fj�l��� �
X

k�Zr�m�

E�
j�l�k

ik�� � �	
���
l

exp�ik����

for j � �� � � � � r �m� and l � �� � � � � ��m�m��	 Thus�

kE�kE�������������� � kEkE�������� � ��m�m��kC���kE��������
kekE�������������
���� exp ���

�

���m�m���r �m��
kH���

� kE���������R���

�R�����

�
k�kE��� �

kdkE�������������
���� exp ���

�
�

���m�m��
�kH���

� kE���������R���

�R�����
kekE������������� � �N�M ����������� �

and� hence�

kFkE�������������� �
�

�

��

�

�


���� exp ���

��
�

����

�
��m�m�� kE�kE�������������� �

� �N�M ����������� �

We use these estimates to bound the transformed HamiltonianH���	 For this purpose� we
de�ne H���� �� fH���� Sg � H

����
� �H

����
� � with

H
����
� �

�
��I �

�

�
�Z� �B���� �Z �

�

�
I�C���I �H���

� � S
�
�
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and H
����
� � f �H���� Sg	 Note that we are splitting the contributions that are O�� �H

���� and
O�� �H

����	 Then� by construction of S� one has

H��� �H
����
� � ���� � ��I �

�

�
�Z� �B���� �Z �

�

�
I�C������I �H���

� �

with �B���� � Jm�m�� �B����� and � H
���
� �� �	 Hence� H��� takes the same form as H��� in

���� if we de�ne

�H��� � H��� �!S
� �H��� �H

����
� �

Z �

�

�
H

����
� � ��� t�fH����

� � Sg
�
�!S

t dt� ����

To bound the di�erent terms of H���� we use Lemma � to bound the Poisson brackets
involved in the previous expressions�

kH����
� kE���������������R��� exp ������� � �N�M ������������� �

kfH����
� � SgkE�������������� �R��� exp �������� � �N�M ������������� �

kH����
� kE���������������R��� exp ������� � �N�M ������������� �

Hence� to bound �H��� one only needs to control the e�ect of !S
t 	 To this end� we remark

that from the bounds on the solutions of �eq��� �eq��� one has

krSkE���������������R��� � �N�M ������������ � ����

where rS is taken with respect to ��� �X� I� �Y �	 If we assume that

krSkE���������������R��� � �R��������� exp ������� ����

then� !S
t is well de�ned fromDr�m��m�m���

��������� R��� exp �������� toDr�m��m�m���
����

������ R����� for any �� � t � �� and for any � � E ��� �this follows from Lemma � and
�����	 More precisely� we have that

k!S
t � IdkE���������������R��� exp ������� � krSkE���������������R��� � ����

for any �� � t � �	 From ���� we have that ���� holds if �N�M ������������� � �� condition
that will follow immediately from the inductive restrictions	 Applying the bounds �����
���� and ���� to ���� and using Lemma �� we deduce

k �H���kE���������	�����R��� exp �������� � �N�M ������������� � ����

Moreover� the bound on H
����
� produces

k���� � ����kE��� � �N�M ������������� �

k �B���� � �B����kE��� � �N�M ������������� �

kC��� � C���kE�������������� � �N�M �������	����� �

kH���
� �H

���
� kE���������������R��� exp ������� � �N�M ������������� �

���

We take N � �� and we de�ne ���� � ���� � N����� and R��� � R��� exp ���N � �������	
Then� it is not di�cult to rewrite the bounds on H��� as the ones on H���� but now on
Dr�m��m�m���

���� R����	 To iterate this scheme� we only need to check that the bounds

assumed on H��� to de�ne �N still hold on H���	 This is done in the next section	
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�	�	� Convergence of the iterative scheme

Looking at the bounds of the previous section� we take � � � small enough such that� for
s � ���� ���� ���� we have s � �	 Then� assuming �N � �� we de�ne M ��� � � �NM ����s

�note that this is a bound for the norm of �H��� in �����	 If the hypotheses needed to
iterate hold� we obtain recursively M �n� � � �NM ����s

n

� and hence� for R small enough�
we have limn�	M �n� � �	 Let us de�ne E��R� as the set of parameters � for which
all the steps are well de�ned	 We assume that� for any � � E��R�� the composition of

canonical transformations !� � !S���

� � !S���

� � � � � �being S�n� the generating function
used at the n
step of the iterative procedure� is convergent	 Then� the limit Hamiltonian
H� � H��� �!� takes the form�

H� � ����� � ��I �
�

�
�Z� �B����� �Z �

�

�
I�C���� ��I �H�

� ��� �X� I� �Y � ���

with � H�
� �� �	 This is� we obtain for any � � E� a Hamiltonian with an �r � m��


dimensional reducible torus� with linear quasiperiodic �ow given by �	
Let us prove that the inductive bounds hold	 First� we check that we can de�ne�

recursively� constants  m�n�� �m�n�� �
�n�
� � �

�n�
� and ���n�� replacing the initial super
�����

ones� such that they are also bounded by  m� �m� ��� �� and ��� respectively	 To prove that�
we note that the expressions in the right
hand side of ��� can be bounded by � �NM ����s��

�we remark that the same bound holds for �����	 Hence� iterating this bounds� we only
need to use that the sum X

n��

�
�NM ���

� sn��

� � ����

is convergent for R small enough �and in fact� that it goes to zero when R does�� to
justify these n
independent bounds	 The same arguments can be used to prove that
k��kE� � ��	 Here� we only check the bound  m�n� �  m� because is the only one that
does not follow directly� note that one can de�ne

 m��� �
 m���

��  m���� �NM ����s��
�

and then� taking R small enough� we have  m��� �  m	 Hence� iterating this de�nition and
assuming  m�n� �  m by induction� we have

 m�n� �  m���
n��Y
j��

�

��  m� �NM ����sn����
�

Under this inductive hypotesis� one can bound  m�n� by an in�nite product that it is
convergent because ���� does	 From here� the bound  m�n� �  m follows immediately for R
small enough	 Finally� with the inductive de�nitions ��n��� � ��n� � N��n� and R�n��� �
R�n� exp ���N � ����n��� n � �� we need to check that ��n� � ���� and R�n� � M �n�	 We
remark that� as we take ��n� � �M �n���� we have�X

n��

��n� � �M ����� �
X
n��

� �NM ����s
n� � ��M ������ ����

at least for R small enough	 Then� as N will be a �xed number� the bound on ��n� is
clear� taking R small enough	 Moreover� we also have R�n� � R��� exp ������� � R����� �
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M ��� � M �n�	 To justify this last inequality� we only need to take R small enough such
that M ��� �M ���	 Under this assumption� the sequence fM �n�gn�� is clearly decreasing	

Finally� to prove the well de�ned character of the limit Hamiltonian� it only remains
to check the convergence of !�	 To do that we write� for simplicity� !�n� � !S�n�

� and
we de�ne (!�n� � !��� � � � � � !�n�� for n � �	 We also put �
n � ��n� � ���� and R


n �
R�n� exp �������� n � �	 Then� using in inductive form the bounds ����� ���� and ����� it
is not di�cult to check that from Lemma � we have

k(!�n��� � (!�n�kE����n���R
�
n��

�
� �� � �"� �NM ����

s
�
����k!��� � � � � �!�n��� �!��� � � � � �!�n�kE����n���R

�
n��

�

where �" only depends on r� m� m�� �� and �N 	 Iterating this bound and taking � small
enough� one obtains for R small enough

k(!�n��� � (!�n�kE����n���R
�
n��

�
nY
j��

�� � �"� �NM ����
sj��

�
����� �NM ����

sn��

� � �� �NM ����
sn��

� �

where we have used again the convergent character of the sum ����	 From this bound� it
is clear that if p � q � �� then

k(!�p� � (!�q�kE������R��� exp ������� �
X
j�q

�� �NM ����
sn��

� �

bound that goes to zero as p� q � ��	 This allows to check that the limit canonical trans

formation !� goes from Dr�m��m�m������� R

��� exp ��������� to Dr�m��m�m���
���� R����	

�	�	� Bounds on the measure

Then� we have shown the existence of real invariant reducible tori for a set of parameters
� � E�	 It only remains to bound the measure of E� or� equivalently� the measure of the
complementary set	 To do that� we start recalling how E� is constructed	 Iterating the
de�nition of E ��� from E ���� we de�ne E �n��� from E �n� in the same way as it has been done
in ����� replacing ����  �M ����� by ��n�  �M �n���	 Then� we have E� � �n��E �n�	 This
is� E� is constructed by taking out� in recursive form� the set of parameters � for which
the Diophantine conditions ����� formulated on the eigenvalues of the previous step and
depending on the size of the remaining perturbative terms� do not hold	 Then� the set of
removed parameters can be obtained as union of sets for which one of those conditions is
not satis�ed at some step of the iterative process	

To estimate the size of the removed sets� we will use a Lipschitz condition with respect
to � for the di�erent eigenvalues �	

�n�
j of B�n��� for n � �	 To this end� we will prove

that this kind of regularity holds for the successive transformed Hamiltonians	 As this
condition holds for the initial one� we have to check� by induction� that the canonical
transformations used preserve this kind of dependence	 The key point is to bound the
Lipschitz constants of the di�erent solutions of �eq�� � �eq��	 To do it� we recall that
we have bounds like the ones of ���� for the Lipschitz constants of the di�erent terms of
the decomposition ���� of H���	 Then� we only have to prove that those bounds for the
Lipschitz constants� can be iterated in the same way as the bounds on the norms	 To
see that� we can use the di�erent results given in item �a� of Lemma �� to bound the
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Lipschitz constants of the solutions of �eq����eq��	 We remark that� for the denominators
that appear solving these equations� we have

LE���fik�� � l��	���g � jkj� � 

���
� jlj��

Then� combining Lemma �� with standard inequalities to bound the Lipschitz constants of
sums and products� it is not di�cult to check that one can iterate bounds of the following
form�

LE���������R���f �H���g � �N�M �����s� �

LE���������R���f �B���� � �B����g � �N�M ����s� �

LE���������R���fC��� � C���g � �N�M ����s� �

LE���������R���fH���
� �H���

� g � �N�M ����s� �

that are analogous to the ones of ���� and ���	 �N � � depends on the same parameters
as �N � plus �m� �� and 
�	 Moreover� taking � small enough� we have �s� � �	 Here� the
selection of N �used to de�ne ���� and R���� is done depending on the number of times that
we need to use Cauchy estimates to bound the di�erent norms and Lipschitz constants	
Iterating those expressions� it is not di�cult to check �by induction� that we can de�ne

inductively �m�n�� ���n� and 

�n�
� for which the assumed n
independent bounds hold	 The

deduction of those Lipschitz bounds is tedious but it only involves simple inequalities	
Full details in a very similar context can be found in ���� or ����	

Let us particularize those bounds on the eigenvalues of B�n��	 If we expand �	
�n�
j �

j � �� � � � � ��m�m��� n � �� as in ����� replacing only the superscript ����� by ��n��� we

have that LE�n�f(	�n�j g � (NR� being (N a positive constant independent from R� j and n	
To justify this assertion� we note that it holds for n � �� and that the contributions that
come from the next steps are exponentially small with R	

Those bounds on the Lipschitz constants of 	
�n�
j plus the nondegeneracy conditions

���� are the key to control the measure of E �n� n E �n���	 We consider the decomposition

E �n� n E �n��� �
�

l � Z��m�m��

� � jlj� � �
l 
X �� l 
Y

�
k�Zr�m�nf�g

R�n�
l�k �

with

R�n�
l�k �R� �

�
� � E �n��R� � jik�� � l��	�n����j � ��n��R�

jkj��

�
�

To estimate the measure of R�n�
l�k � we take ���� and ���� in this set and then� we have

jik������ � ����� � l���	�n�������� �	�n��������j � ���n�

jkj��
�

Let us start with the case jlj� � �	 Then� l��	�n� � �	
�n�
j for some j � �� � � � � ��m � m��	

Hence� the previous expression can be rewritten as

ji�k � vj�
������ � ����� � (	

�n�
j ������� (	

�n�
j ������j � ���n�

jkj��
�
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Assuming that ���� � ���� is parallel to k �Re�vj�� we have

j���� � ����j� �
j�k �Re�vj��

������ � �����j
jk �Re�vj�j� � j�k � vj�

������ � �����j
jk � Re�vj�j� �

� �

jk �Re�vj�j�

�
j(	�n�j ������� (	

�n�
j ������j� ���n�

jkj��

�
�

� �

jk �Re�vj�j�

�
(NRj���� � ����j� ���n�

jkj��

�
�

being j�j� the Euclidean norm of a real vector	 Using that Re�vj� �� � �see ������ we obtain
that there exists a positive constant $�� independent from j� k and n� such that

j���� � ����j� � $�
��n�

jkj��
�

for R small enough	 In fact� this bound can be extended to the case jlj� � �� lx �� ly�

using that Re�vj��j�� �� � if j� �� j�	 This is a bound for the width of a section of R�n�
l�k by

a line in the direction k �Re�vj�	 Then� the measure of R�n�
l�k can be bounded by

mes�Rl�k� � $�
��n�

jkj��
�p

r �m�
�

�
�jC��j���R�

�r�m���

�

where �
p
r �m�

�

�jC��j���R� is a bound for the diameter of E ����R�	 Then� we have

mes�E �n� n E �n���� � $�R
��r�m������n�

X
k�Zr�m�nf�g

�

jkj��
�

where $� does not depend on n and R	 Using that *fk � Zr�m� � jkj� � jg �
��r �m��j

r�m��� and that  � r �m� we obtain

mes�E �n� n E �n���� � $�R
��r�m������n�

X
j��

��r �m��j
r�m����� � $�R

��r�m������n��

being $� also independent from n and R	 As ��n� � �M �n���� we deduce� using ����� that
for R � � small enough�

mes�E ��� n E�� � $�R
��r�m����

���M ����� �
X
n��

� �NM ����s
n�

	A � �$��M
������

Taking into account the bound on the measure ofW
�
�

�jC��j���R�

�
nE ��� �we have shown�

from ����� that it is of order �M �������� one obtains the exponentially small bounds on
the measure of destroyed tori	 To �nish the proof� we de�ne A as 	��R�R�E��R�� where
R� is the maximum value of R for which the iterative scheme converges	

� Basic lemmas

In this section� we give some basics results used to bound the norms ���� and ���� and
the related Lipschitz constants� as well as the expressions and transformations involved
in the di�erent proofs	 Similar lemmas appear in ����	
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Lemma � Let f��� and g��� be analytic functions of r complex arguments de�ned on a
strip of width � � �� ���periodic on �� and taking values in C � Let us denote by fk the
Fourier coe�cients of f � f �

P
k�Zr fk exp �ik

���� Then� we have�

�i� jfkj � jf j� exp ��jkj����
�ii� jfgj� � jf j�jgj��
�iii� For every � � � � �� 




 �f��j







���

� jf j�
� exp���

� j � �� � � � � r�

�iv� Let fdkgk�Zrnf�g � C � with jdkj � 
jkj��

� for some � � � and  � �� If we assume that
 f � �� then� for any � � � � �� we have that the function g de�ned as

g��� �
X

k�Zrnf�g

fk
dk

exp �ik����

satis�es the bound

jgj��� �
�



� exp���

�� jf j�
�

�

All these bounds can be extended to the case in which f and g take values in C n� or
M n� �n��C ��

Proof
 Items �i� and �ii� are easily veri�ed	 Proofs of �iii� and �iv� follows immediately
using ����	

Lemma � Let f��� x� I� y� and g��� x� I� y� be analytic functions on Dr�m��� R�� and ���
periodic on �� Then�

�i� If f �
P

�l�s��N�m�Nr fl�s���z
l �Is� we have jfl�sj� � jf j��R

Rjlj���jsj�
�

�ii� jfgj��R � jf j��Rjgj��R�
�iii� For every � � � � � and � � � � �� we have for j � �� � � � � r and k � �� � � � � �m�




 �f��j







����R

� jf j��R
� exp���

�






 �f�Ij






��R�

� jf j��R
��� ���R�

�






 �f�zk






��R�

� jf j��R
��� ��R

�

As in Lemma �� all the bounds hold if f and g take values in C
n� or M n� �n��C ��

Proof
 The proof of �i� and �ii� is straightforward	 �iii� is proved using item �iii� of
Lemma � and applying Cauchy estimates to the function

P
�l�s��N�m�Nr jfl�sj�zl �Is	

Lemma � Let us consider f��� x� I� y� and g��� x� I� y� complex�valued functions� such
that f and rg are analytic functions de�ned on Dr�m��� R�� ���periodic on �� Then� for
every � � � � � and � � � � �� we have�

jff� ggj����R� � rjf j��R
� exp ���






�g�I






����R�

�
rjf j��R

R���� ���






�g��






����R�

�
�mjf j��R
R��� ��






�g�z






����R�

�
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Remark �� If f has a �nite Taylor expansion with respect to �I� z�� the expressions in
the bound of jff� ggj����R� that come from the Cauchy estimates on the derivatives of f
with respect to I or z� can be replaced by bounds on the degree of the dierent Taylor
expansions� Moreover� if f does not depend on �� the �rst term on the bound can be
eliminated� Similar comments can be extended to rg� This remark has been used in the
proof of Lemma ��

Proof
 It follows from Lemma 	

Lemma � Let us take � � �� � � and � � R� � R� and let us consider analytic
functions #� I with values in C r� � and X � Y with values in C m�

� all de�ned for ��� x� I� y� �
Dr�m���� R��� and ���periodic on �� We assume that j#j���R� � �� ��� jIj���R� � R�� and
that jX j���R�� jYj���R� are both bounded by R� Let f���� x�� I�� y�� be a given ����periodic
on ��� analytic function� de�ned on Dr��m���� R�� If we introduce�

F ��� x� I� y� � f�� �#�X � I�Y��
then� jF j���R� � jf j��R�
Proof
 It can be directly checked expanding f in Taylor series as in Lemma � and using
item �ii� of Lemmas � and 	

Lemma � Let us consider #�j�� I�j�� X �j� and Y�j�� j � �� �� in the same conditions of the
ones of Lemma �� but with the following bounds� j#�j�j���R� � ������� jI�j�j���R� � R����
and with jX �j�j���R�� jY�j�j���R� bounded by R � �� with � � � � � � ��� � � � � R� and
� � � � R� Then� if one takes the function f of Lemma � to de�ne

F �j���� x� I� y� � f�� �#�j��X �j�� I�j��Y�j��� j � �� ��

one has jF ��� � F ���j���R� � Kjf j��R� where if we put Z� � �X��Y��� then

K  j#��� � #���j���R�

� exp ���
� r


jI��� � I���j���R�

�
�

�

�

�m�X
j��

jZ���
j � Z���

j j���R��

Proof
 It follows from the same ideas used to prove Lemma �	

Lemma  Let S��� x� I� y� be a function de�ned on Dr�m��� R�� with � � � and R � ��
being rS analytic on Dr�m��� R� and ���periodic on �� If we assume that




�S��







��R

� R���� ����






�S�I






��R

� ��






�S�z






��R

� R��� ���

for certain � � � � � and � � � � �� then one has

�a� !S
t � Dr�m�� � �� R�� �� Dr�m��� R�� for every �� � t � �� where !S

t is the �ow
time t of the Hamiltonian system given by S�

�b� If one writes !S
t � Id � �#S

t �X S
t � ISt �YS

t �� then� for every �� � t � �� we have that
#S
t � YS

t and ZS
t � �X S

t �YS
t � are analytic functions on Dr�m�� � �� R��� ���periodic

on �� Moreover� the following bounds hold�


#S
t





����R�

�





�S�I







��R

�



ISt 


����R� �






�S��






��R

�



ZS

t





����R�

�





�S�z







��R

�
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Proof
 A similar result can be found in ��� where it is proved working with the supre

mum norm	 The ideas are basically the same� but here we use Lemma � to bound the
composition of functions	

Lemma �� Let I���� I��� � R� L� � I���� I���� with L � �� and let us consider the functions
fI�j��I� �

p
I�j� � I� j � �� �� Then� for every � � M � L� one has

jfI���j��M �
p
I���

�
��

q
��M��L�

�
� jfI��� � fI���j��M � jI��� � I���j

�L
q
��M��L�

�

where the dierent norms are taken on D������M��

Proof
 As fI�j��I� �
P

k��

�
���
k

�
�I�j���k����Ik� one has

jfI���j��M �
p
I���

X
k��







�
���

k

�





�
M�

L�

�k
�
p
I���

����X
k��

�
���

k

�
����k

�
M�

L�

�k	A �

�
p
I���

�
��

q
��M��L�

�
�

Moreover� as fI����I�� fI����I� �
P

k��

�
���
k

� �
�I�����k���� � �I�����k����

�
Ik� one obtains

jfI��� � fI��� j��M � X
k��







�
���

k

�









�� � k





 �L���k�����M��kjI��� � I���j �

�
�

L

X
k��

k

�
���

k

�
����k��

�
M�

L�

�k��
jI��� � I���j �

�
��
L

d

ds

�p
�� s

�





s�M�

L�

jI��� � I���j�

In the following lemma we describe how to control the Lipschitz dependences related
to the norms introduced in ���� and ����	 For this purpose� we consider a �xed subset
E � Rn �for some n� and functions de�ned on E 	

Lemma �� We assume that f��� �� and g��� x� I� y� �� are� for any �� analytic with
respect to ��� x� I� y� and ���periodic on the r complex arguments �� We assume that for
every � � E� f is de�ned on a strip of width � and g is de�ned on Dr�m��� R�� respectively�
Then� one has the following results�

�a� �i� If f �
P

k�Zr fk��� exp �ik
���� then LEffkg � LE��ffg exp ��jkj����

�ii� For every � � � � ��

LE����
�
�f

��j

�
� LE ��ffg

� exp ���
� j � �� � � � � r�
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�iii� Let fdk���gk�Zrnf�g be a set of complex�valued functions de�ned for � � E� We
assume that the following bounds hold�

jdk���j � �

jkj��
� LEfdkg � A �Bjkj��

for some � � ��  � �� A � � and B � �� We assume  f � � for every � � E�
and we consider the function g��� �� de�ned from f and fdk���g as in the item
�iv� of Lemma �� Then� for any � � � � �� we have�

LE����fgg �
�



� exp���

�� LE��ffg
�

�

�
� � �

� exp���

����� kfkE��
��

B �

�

�
�

� exp���

��� kfkE��
��

A�

�b� �i� If g �
P

�l�s��N�m�Nr gl�s��� ��z
lIs� then LE��fgl�sg � LE���Rfgg

Rjlj���jsj�
�

�ii� For every � � � � � and � � � � �� we have for j � �� � � � � r and k � �� � � � � �m�

LE ����
�
�g

��j

�
� LE���Rfgg

� exp ���
� LE���R�

�
�g

�Ij

�
� LE ���Rfgg

��� ���R�
�

LE���R�
�
�g

�zk

�
� LE���Rfgg

��� ��R
�

Proof
 It can be immediately veri�ed� using the same ideas as in Lemmas � and � plus
standard inequalities for the Lipschitz dependence	
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